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(D FACTUAL BACKGROUND & PROCEDURAL HISTORY
OF DISOUALIFICATION PETITIONS NCERNING
SHIVSENA

Factual background

1. The elections to the L4ft Legislative Assembly of Maharashtra

were held in October 2019. Of a total of two hundred and*

(e

*
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eighty-eight seats, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BlP for short)

returned candidates in one hundred and six seats, the Shiv

Sena in fifty-six seats, the Nationalist Congress Party (NCP for
short) in fifty-three seats, and the Indian National Congress

(INC for short) in forty-four seats. Independent candidates

were refurned in thirteen constifuencies and the remaining

constifuencies returned candidates from various other parties.

In November 2019, the Shiv Sena, the NCP, and the INC

formed a post-polI alliance which came to be known as the

Maha Vikas Aghadi (MVA for short). The I\A/A successfully

staked a claim to form the government in Maharashtra and

Mr. Uddhav Thackeray was sworn in as the Chief Minister.

On 25ft November 20191, pursuant to a meeting dated 30th

October 2019 of the Shiv Sena Legislature Party (SSLP for
short) chaired by Mr. Uddhav Thackeray, all fifty-six MLAs of

the Shiv Sena issued a cofiununication to the Speaker of the

Maharashtra Legislative Assembly intimating him that Mr.

Eknath Shinde was appointed as the Group Leader of the

SSLP, and that Mr. Sunil Prabhu was appointed as the Chief

Whip of the SSLP.

2. On 21* June 2022, the Chief \Alhip of the Shiv Sena, Mr. Sunil

Prabhu, issued a whip2 directing all MLAs of the Shiv Sena to

1 Communication dated 25d Nolember 2019 caused by all 56 MLAs of the Shiv Sena to the Speaker of
Maharashtra Legisiadve Assembl,v. fPage No. 710-]14 of the SC Convenience Compilation Volume IL

2 Copv of the Whip dated 21',June 2022 issued br Shri Sunil Prabhu [Annexure-P1 atPage 10 of the
Peddon No.01-16 &18 of2022)*

(egisl

*
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attend a meeting at Mr. Thackeray's residence on the same

day. Many MLAs, including the Group Leader Mr. Eknath

Shinde, (allegedly) did not attend this meeting3. The MLAs

who were in attendance (allegedly) passed a resolution

removing Mr. Eknath Shinde from the position of the Group

Leader of the SSLP and appointing one Mr. Ajuy Choudhari in

his placea. The decisions taken by way of this resolution were

corununicated to the Deputy Speaker on the same day, i.e.,

21$ June 20225. Also on the same day, the Deputy Speaker

communicated his recognition of the change in the Group

Leader of the SSLP6.

3. Concurrently, thirty-one MLAs of the Shiv Sena (i.e., the

respondents) organized a separate meeting and passed a

resolution reaffirming that Mr. Eknath Shinde " continues to be"

the Group Leader of the SSLP7. It was further resolved that the

appointment of Mr. Sunil Prabhu as the Chief Whip was

cancelled, and that Mr. Bharat Gogawale was appointed in his

place. Petitioner claims that this resolution was received by

the Deputy Speaker only on 22"a June 2022 while the

3 Petitiooer relied on the'Aneodance Register'dated 21"June 2022 [Annexure-P2 @Page 11 of the
Petition No. 01 to 16 of 2022)

4 'UBT faction' Resolution dated 21 $ 
Jun e 2022 [Anrtexure-P3 @ Page 76 of t]re Petition No. 01 to 16 of

)n))1
5 'UBT factioo' Communication to the Speaker dated 21 ,, Jun e 2022. [Annexure-P4 @ P"g" 1 8 of the

Pecition No. 01 to 16 of 2022)
6 SPeaker' communication regarding recognition [Annexure-P5 @P^gr 20 of the Petition No. 01 to 16 of

2022).
7 'Shinde facdon Resolution dated 21 't June 2022. [Annexur e-P9 @ Page 33 of t]e Petition No. 01 to 1 6

of 2022).
*
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respondents claim that it was sent on 21st ]une 2022. The

record available with the Legislature secretariate indicates that

the resolution is dated 2L$ June 2022 but received by the office

of the then Deputy Speaker on22"d June 2022.

4. On 22"d June 2022, Mr. Sunil Prabhu issued individual

corununications to all MLAs of the Shiv Sena, calling upon

them to attend a meeting of the SSLP scheduled to take place

that evening at Mr. Thackeray's residences. The meeting on

22na June 2022, too, was not (allegedly) attended by many

MLAs of the Shiv Sena including Mr. Eknath Shindee.

5. Mr. Eknath Shinde addressed a letterro to Mr. Sunil Prabhu on

22"d June 2022 accusing him of misusing the letterhead of the

SSLP. The letter stated that:

(u) A meeting of forty-five MLAs of the Shiv Sena was held

under the chairmanship of Mr. Eknath Shinde;

(b) Mr. Sunil Prabhu was removed from the position of Chief

Whip of the Shiv Sena;

(.) Mr. Bharat Gogawale was appointed as the Chief Whip of

the Shiv Sena in place of Mr. Sunil Prabhu; and

8 Letter dated 22"d Jun e 2022. [Annerure-Pl 0 @ P age 41 of the Petition No. 01 to 1 6 of 2022)
e Pedtioner relied on the 'Attendance Register' dated 22.dJune 2022 [Annexure-P7 @ Page 25 of the

Petition No. 01 to 16 of 2022)

'o Copy of the Communication dated 22nd }une 2022 sent by the Respondents. [Annexure-Pl0 @ Page 41

of the Petition No. 01 to 16 of 2022)
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(d) Mr. Sunil Prabhu did not have the authority to sign the

communication dated 22na June 2022 (issued by him to all

MLAs of the Shiv Sena). It was therefore not binding

upon Mr. Eknath Shinde to attend the meeting scheduled

to take place at Mr. Thackeray's residence.

6. On 23ra June 2022, Mr. Sunil Prabhu filed petitions under

Paragraph 2(1)(a) of the Tenth Schedule to the Constitution for

the disqualification of Mr. Eknath shinde and fifteen other

MLAs of the Shiv Sena. The Deputy Speaker issued notices in

these disqualification petitions on 25th June 2022.

[Disqualification Petitions No. 01 to 1.6 of 2022)

7. On 26th June 2022 Respondents approached the Hon'ble

supreme Court of India inter-alia challenging the letter/order

dated 21$ June 2022 passed by the then Deputy Speaker

accepting appointment of Shri. Ajuy Choudhari as the Leader

of the Shiv Sena Legislature Party and prayed for

consequential concomitant reliefs.ll

8. On 27th June 2022 Shri. Sunil Prabhu filed another

Disqualification Petition [Disqualification Petition No. 17 of

20221, under Paragraph 2 (2) and 2 (1) (u) of the Tenth

Schedule of the Constitution of India against 3 MLAs. z

Independent MLAs and 1 MLA from Prahar Janshakti Party.

11 \writ Petition (civil) 468 md 469 of 2022 6.led before the Supreme Court of India.
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On the same day/ i.e., on 27n Jvne 2022, Sfui. Sunil Prabhu

filed yet another Disqualification Petition [Disqualification

Petition No. 18 of 2022) under Paragraph 2 (1) (a) of the Tenth

Schedule of the Constitution of lndia, against 22 MLAs of Shiv

Sena.

9. On 28tt' June 2022, the then Leader of Opposition Mr.

Devendra Fadnavis addressed a letter to the Govemor inter

alia conveying that he believed that the then Chief Minister,

Mr. Thackeray, did not enjoy a majority on the floor of the

House. He called upon the Governor to direct Mr. Thackeray

to prove his majority on the floor of the House. Seven MLAs

who were elected as independent candidates penned a similar

letter to the Governor on the same day. They too requested the

Governor to direct Mr. Thackeray to prove his majority on the

floor of the House.

l0.Consequently, the Hon'ble Govemor of Maharashtra issued a

letter to the then Chief Minister, Mr. Uddhav Thackeray on

28th Iune 2022, calhng upon him to face a floor test on 30th June

2022.

11.On the very next day, i.e.,29n June 2022, Mr. Sunil Prabhu

instituted a Writ Petitionl2 before the Hon'ble Supreme Court

of India for setting aside the communications dated 28ft June

1' Writ Peritioo (Civil) No. 470 of 2022 filed before the Hoo'ble Supreme Coun of India-

Page 9 of 1ii5
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72.On 29& June 20?2 the then Chief Minister Shri. Uddhav
Thackeray resigned from the post of the Chief Minister.

A)_-,/ Page 10 of 135

2022 issued by the Hon'ble Govemor to the then Chief

Minister on the ground that disqualification petitions against

thirty eight MLAs of the Shiv Sena were pending

consideration before the Deputy Speaker. The Hon'ble

Supreme Court declined to grant any stay to the trust vote.

13.On 30n Jrne 2022, Mr. Shinde submitted a letter to the

Governor along with a resolution by thirty-nine MLAs from

the SSLP unanimously resolving to authorise Mr. Shinde to

initiate proceedings to form the government in the State. In

the said letter, Mr. Shinde claimed the support of one hundred

and six BJP MLAs and seventeen independent and other

MLAs. Moreover, Mr. Shinde claimed that he had the support

of the majority and requested the Governor to invite him to

take oath as the Chief Minister. On 30n June 2022, sixteen

MLAs who were independent candidates or belonged to

parties other than the Shiv Sena, BfP, INC, and NCP wrote to

the Govemor expressing their support for a government led

by Mr. Shinde. On the same day, the Governor issued a

communication to Mr. Shinde inviting him to take oath as the

Chief Minister and directing him to prove that he enjoyed the

confidence of the Assembly within a period of seven days of

taking over as the Chief Minister.
aA

l
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L4.Consequently, on 30th June 2022, the Govemor administered

the oath of office to Mr. Shinde and Mr. Fadnavis, and they

assumed the roles of Chief Minister and Deputy Chief

Minister of Maharashtra, respectively. On the same day, Mr.

Thackeray issued a letter to Mr. Shinde stating that he had

been removed from the post of 'Shiv Sena Leader' in the

organisational structure of the party. Mr. Thackeray similarly

(purportedly) removed other MLAs of the Shiv Sena from

their roles as office-bearers of the party.

15.Later that week, the Principai Secretary of the Maharashtra

Legislature Secretariat circulated the 'Order of the day' for the

session which was scheduled to take place on la July 2022ts.

The fifth item on the agenda was the election for the post of

the Speaker. I, Rahul Narvekar, was nominated for this

position while an MLA of the NCP nominated Mr. Rajan Salvi.

Further, a motion of confidence for the 'Council of Ministers'

headed by the Chief Minister, Mr. Shinde, was scheduled to be

moved in a session of the Assembly on4*July 2022.

15.On 02"d July 2022, Shri. Sunil Prabhu (allegedly) issued two

whips. The first whip directed all MLAs of the Shiv Sena to

attend the session of the Maharashtra Legislative Assembly on

4e July 2022 and vote against the motion of confidence for the

.la'' l.
!L

\\e,. t
a,(l

1r'Otder of the dar'&ted 03.dJulr 2023
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Council of Ministers headed by the Chief Minister, Mr.

Shinde. The second whip directed all MLAs of the Shiv Sena

to attend the session of the Maharashtra Legislative Assembly

on 3'd July 2022 and vote for Shri. Rajan Salvi, in the election

for the post of the Speaker.

17.On 3'd July 2022, I proceeded to recognise Mr. Eknath Shinde

as the Leader of the SSLP in place of Shri Ajay Choudhari and

Shri. Bharat Gogawale as the Chief \Atrhip of the Shiv Sena in

place of Mr. Sunil Prabhu. These decisions were recorded in a

communication dated 03"d |uly 2022 issued by the Deputy

Secretary of the Maharashtra Legislature Secretariat. I may

mention here that the Hon'ble Supreme Court was pleased to

quash this decision and direct to take a fresh decision after an

inquiry into whether the resolutions, based on which the

recognilion was accorded, reflected the will of the Shiv Sena

Political Party.ta

18. On 04n July 2022, Shri. Sunil Prabhu filed a fresh

Disqualification Petition [Disqualification Petition No. ].9 of

20221, under Paragraph 2 (1) &) of the Tenth Schedule of the

Constitution of lndia, against Shri. Eknath Shinde and 38 other

MLAs of Shiv Sena for alleged violation of Whip dated 02"d

July 2022 regarding the Election of Speaker.

1" \\'ot Peouon (Crrr1) \o.4-o of2022.
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19.On 05th July 2022, Shri. Bharat Gogawale filed 1,4

Disqua-lification Petitions [Disqualification Petilions No. 20

and22 to 34 of 2022),under Paragraph 2 (t) (a) & 2 (t) (b) of

the Tenth Schedule of the Constitution of India, against Shri.

Sunil Prabhu and 13 other MLAs of Shiv Sena for alleged

violation of 144rip dated 03d Ju[y 2023 regarding the Motion of

Confidence in Council of Ministers.

20.On 06th Irly 2022, Shd. Sunil Prabhu filed another

Disqualification Petition [Disqualification Petition No. 21 of

20221, under Paragraph Z (r) (a) & 2 (1) (b) of the Tenth

Schedule of the ConstitutiorU against Shri. Eknath Shinde and

38 other MLAs of Shiv Sena for alleged violation of Whip

dated 02"d July 2023 regarding the Motion of ConJidence in

Council of Ministers.

21.On 08th July 2022, the Petitioner, aide Writ Petition (Civil) No.

538 of 2022, sought quashing of Notices issued in pursuance of

the Disqualification Petitions filed by Shri. Bharat Gogawale

before the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India.ls

22.On 12th July 2022, a Letter came to be received from the

Advocate on Record of Shri. Sunil Prabhu intimating the Oral

direction of the Hon'ble Supreme Court of lndia to defer

hearings in Disqualification Petitions till the final hearing and

(

l"\

S

15 S'rit Petition (Citit) No. 538 of 2022
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judgment in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 493 of 2022 and other

corrnected petitions, which were referred to a Constitution

Bench of the Apex Court.

23.Hon'ble Supreme Court was pleased to club all the Petitions

filed by both the factions of Shiv Sena and refer them to a

Constitution Bench of the Hon'ble Supreme Court. On 23.d

August 2022 the Hon'ble Supreme Court framed nine issues

for consideration by the Constitution Bench of the Apex Court.

Subsequently, the Constitution Bench of the Hon ble Supreme

Court of India passed its Judgment dated 11ft May 2023 n
Writ Petition (Civil) No. 493 of 2022 and other connected

petitions [Subash Desai Vs. Govemor of Maharashtra, 2023

SCC Online SC OOZlto.

24.8y the aJorementioned judgement dated 11s May 2023 the

Hon'ble Supreme Court was pleased to conclude that the

Apex Court cannot ordinarily adjudicate petitions for

disqualification under the Tenth Schedule in the first instance

and there are no extraordinary circumstances which

warranted the exercise of jurisdiction of the Apex Court to

adjudicate the Disqualification Petitions concerning Shiv Sena.

Consequently, the Hon'ble Apex Court relegated the parties to

their remedies under the Tenth Schedule of the Constitution

16 Subash Desai Vs. Govemor of Maharashta, 2023 SCC Ontine SC 607

Page 14 of 1Il5
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and directed this Forum to decide the aforementioned

disqualification petitions.

Procedural history

25.On 07s lune 2023, as per my directions, the Secretary (1) (I/C)

sought certified copies of the Constitution of Shiv Sena from

the Eleclion Commission of India. On 26th June 2023 Election

Commission of India replied to the said Letter thereby

providing a copy of the Constitution of Shiv Sena as was

submitted to the Election Commission of India and a copy of

the Judgment dated 17ft February 2023 passed by the Election

Commission in Dispute Case No. 01, of 2022.

25.Consequent to the judgment dated 11e May 2023 passed by

the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Subash Desai (Supra), Notices

were re-issued in all Disqualification Petitions, except for

Petition No. 17 of 2022, on 07n luly 2023, thereby directing to

file replies within 7 days from the date of receipt of the Notice.

27.On 16n July 2023 a Letter came to be received from

Respondents in Disqualification Petitions 01 to 16, 17,18, 19

and 21 of 2022 seeking extension of time to file Replies in

Disqualification Petitions.

28.On 17th luly 2023 Monsoon session of the Maharashtra

Assembly commenced.

*
Ldi;

*
Z
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29.On 18n July 2023 Replies from Respondents [Shiv Sena (UBT)

faction] in Disqualification Petitions No. 20 &.22 to 34 of 2022

came to be filed.

30.On 24th luly 2023, Respondents' [in Disqualification Petitions

07 to 1.6, 17 , 18, 19 and 21 of 20221request for extension of time

to file replies were granted and Respondents were directed to

file replies within two weeks immediately after the

proroguing of 2023 Monsoon Session of the Assembly.

3L.On 27h July 2023, Notices were issued in Disqualification

Petition No. 17 of 2022, thereby directing to file reply within 7

days from the date of receipt of the Notice.

32.On 04n August 2023, Monsoon session of the Maharashtra

Assembly of the year 2023 ended.

33.On 17e August 2023 Respondents filed their replies to

Disqualification Petitions No. 01 to 1,6,1,8,19 &.21, of 2022.

34.On 18th August 2023 replies from Respondents No. 01 and 02

in Petition No. 17 of 2022 came to be filed.

35.On 05th September 2023 Respondent No. 03 in Petition No. 17

of.2022 filed his reply.

*t

Y,

a
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35.On 06th September 2023 Notices were issued in
Disqualification Petitions intimating the preliminary hearing

scheduled on 14th September 2023.

37. On the first date of hearing, i.e., on 14n September 2023,

Parties were directed to complete service of Petitions/Replies.

On the said date, Shri. Sunil Prabhu [Petitioner in

Disqualification Petitions 0'L to L6, 17,1,8, 19 and 21. of 20221

filed an application seeking consolidation of all 34 Petitions.

38.On 18n September 2023, Sh-ri. Sunil Prabhu [Petitioner in

Disqualification Petitions 01 to 16, 17,18, 19 and 21. of 2022)

filed an Application seeking permission to place on record

additional documents.

39.On 18th September 2023 the Hon'ble Supreme Court directed

the disqualification petitions to be listed within a period of

one week to set out procedural directions and time schedule

for hearing of petifions. Accordingly, all petitions were listed

on 25h September 2023 and time schedule was set out.

40.On 25h September 2023, Sfui Sunil Prabhu [Petitioner in

Disqualification Petitions 0L to L6, 17, 18, 19 and 21. of 2022]

sought to bring on record an Additional Affidavit to bring on

record subsequent events. Respondents objected to the same

being taken on record without hearing them.

Pase 17 of 135
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41.On 12ft October 2023, parhes were heard on Petitioner's [Shri.

Sunil Prabhu] two Applications [Application to consolidate all

petitions and Application seeking liberty to place additional

documents on record] and the Additional Affidavit to bring

on record additional facts. The orders in the said Applications

were reserved and petitions were adjourned to 20ft October

2023.

42.On 17th October 2023, the Hon'ble Supreme Court indicated

that it is not salisfied with the schedule set out on 25n

September 2023 and directed to prescribe a fresh time

schedule for hearing and disposal of disqualification petitions.

43.On 20ft October 2023, Orders were passed in (i) Petitioner's

(Shri. Sunil Prabhu) Application seeking consolidation of all

Petitions, (ii) Petitioner's (Shri. Sunil Prabhu) Application

seeking permission to produce addilional documents on

record and (iii) Petitioner's (Shri. Sunil Prabhu) Additional

Affidavit seeking additional facts to be brought on record.

44.Disqualification Petitions (34 Petitions) were grouped into 6

groups according to causes of actions. Since, Petitioner's

Application for brining additional documents was partially

allowed and Petitioner's Additional Affidavit to bring on

record additional facts were allowed to be taken on record,

q# Page 18 of 135
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Respondents in disqualification petitions were given time till

25ft October 2023 to file Additional Reply. On the said date of

hearing, Petitioner filed yet another Application for Discovery

andf or Production. Certain Respondents also filed

Applications seeking permission to lead evidence by way of

a-ffidavit. Parties were directed to file replies in respective

Applications and both the Applications were kept for

arguments on 26th October 2023 along with hearing on draft

issues directed to be submitted by 25tt October 2023.

45.On 25th October 2023, Respondents filed Additional replies.

Petitioner filed replies to Respondent's Application and

Respondents filed replies to Petitioner's Application.

46.On 26b October 2023, the hearing commenced at 4 PM and

heard both the sides till almost 8:30 PM on the Applications

filed on 20th October 2023. However, arg.uments could not be

concluded. Hence, the matter was adjourned to 2nd November

2023, by consent of both parties, for resuming arguments on

Applications filed on 20s October 2023 and to settle issues.

47.On 30s October 2023, the Hon'ble Supreme Court was pleased

to direct that all hearings should be concluded, and final

orders passed in all disqualification petitions concerning Shiv

Sena, on or before 31't December 2023.

* *
7o

E
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48.On 02.11.2023 Disqualification Petitions were listed for

hearing on (i) application dated 20ft October 2023 filed by the

Respondent in Disqualification Petition No. 7 of 2022 and (ii)

for framing of issues. Even though the Petitioner initially took

a stand that parties need not lead evidence in disqualifications

petitions, however, during the course of hearing on said

application, the counsel for the Petitioner submitted that the

Petitioner would also like to lead evidence in the matter. Thus,

by consent of both the parties, the application dated 20tt

October 2023 was disposed of by giving opportunity, to both

the Petitioner and the Respondents, to lead evidence in all the

Disqualification Petitions. Further, issues were framed after

hearing both the parties.

49.Further, the convenience compilations filed before the Hon ble

Apex Court in Writ Petition (Civil) No. 468,469, 470,479,493

and 538 of 2022 were taken on record of all the

Disqualilication Petitions and as per the directions of this

Hon'ble Apex Court, parties were granted time till 6th

November 2023 to exchange and file their respective statement

of admission and denial. Further, parties were directed to file

and exchange list of witnesses and Affidavit/s in lieu of

Examination in Chief on or before L8tr November 2023.

Consequently, Disqualification Petitions No. 1 to M were

directed to be listed on 2L't November 2023 for

Pzge 20 of 735
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corrunencement of cross examinations of Petitioner's

witnesses.

50.On 06th November 2023 parties filed Statement of Admission

and Denial.

51.On 18n November 2023 Petitioner filed list of witnesses and

Affidavits in lieu of Chief Examinations.

52.On 21* November 2023, Cross examinations of Petitioner's

witnesses commenced. On the said date, the hearing

commenced at around 10:30 AM and went on till 05:00 PM

with a 1 (one) hour recess in between. Cross examination of

Petitioners' witnesses continued on a day-to-day basis till 23'd

November 2023 with the same time schedule. The petitions

were not listed on 24th November 2023 owing to the request

received from the Petitioner Sfui Sunil Prabhu citing medical

reasons.

53.On 28th November 2023, Petitions were listed for continuation

of cross examination of Petitioner's witnesses on 28th

November 2023 with the same time schedule and it continued

on a day-to-day basis.

54.The questions were being asked in Engtish. The PW-1 (Mr.

Sunil Prabhu) had requested translation of the same to

Marathi. The same was provided. His answers were recorded
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in Marathi and on the request of parties the said Marathi

answer was translated immediately to English and

incorporated below the answer in Marathi.

55.Cross Examinations of Petitioner's witnesses were supposed

to be concluded on 1't December 2023. However, it could not

be done due to an application filed by the Petitioner Shd Sunil

Prabhu on 1"t December 2023 and submissions advanced by

both the sides on the said application. Hence, Petitions were

further directed to be listed on 2"d December 2023 for

continuation and conclusion of cross examination of

Petitioner's witnesses.

56.On 2"d December 2023, Petitioner's evidence was closed and

by consent of both the Parties, Petitions were directed to be

listed on 7h December 2023 for commencement of

Respondents' witnesses' cross examinations.

57.The Petitions were not listed on Jrd, {th, 5th, and/or 5th

December 2023 owing to the need of shifting the record and

proceedings to Nagpur, Maharashtra where the Winter

Session of the Maharashtra Legislative Assembly is held.

Hence, on 4ft, 5e, and 6th December 2023, the Legislature

Secretariat moved the record and proceedings from Mumbai

to Nagpur and made necessary arrangements at the Vidhan

Bhavan, Nagpur for continuation of the hearing.

(ls('s:n'
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58.On the first day of hearing at Nagpur i.e., on 7n December

2023, the Disqualification Petitions were heard from 2:30 PM

till 8:00 PM. On 8n December 2023, the first session of the

hearing commenced at 8:30 AM and continued till 10:45 AM.

The second session on that day started at 2:30 PM and

continued till 7:00 PM. On 9s December 2023, the hearing

commenced at 8:30 AM and continued till 12:00 PM. It needs

to be stated at this juncture that, the Petitions could not be

listed on the second session of 9s December and on 10n

December 2023 owng to the request made by the Petitioner

seeking time to prepare for cross examination in view of an

additional chief examination advanced by the RW-3. Hence,

the Petitions were adjourned to 11n December 2023 for

continuation of Respondents' witnesses' cross examination.

60.On 12tr December 2023, Cross Examinations of Respondents'

witnesses stood concluded, and Respondents' evidence closed.

On 12ft December 2023, Respondents' wibresses' cross

examinations started in the moming at 08:30 AM and

',- .-,, ^y //sy Page 23 of 135

S9.Disqualification Petitions No. 1 to 34 were listed for

continuation of cross examination of Respondents' witnesses.

It was conducted from 8:30 AM till 10:45 AM and there#ter

from 2:30 PM till T:15 PM.



continued till 10:45 AM and the second session started at

around 01:45 PM and continued till 08:30 PM.

5l.Consequent to the conclusion of evidence, Parties sought a

period of 2-3 days between the date of conclusion of cross

examinations/ evidence, and the cofiunencement of final

hearing so as to prepare "written notes of arguments and

convenience compilations." Thus, the final hearing of Petitions

was kept on 18th December 2023.

52.Final hearing of all 34 petitions commenced on 18th December

2023 and concluded on 20n December 2023. Thus, on 20th

December 2023, hearing was concluded, and Petitions were

reserved for final orders.

(II) SUMMARY OF THE PARTIES'RESPECTIVE CASES AND
RELIEFS SOUGHT

53.Disqualification Petition No 19 of 2022 has been filed by the

Petitioner, Shri. Sunil Prabhu, against Shri. Eknath Shinde and

38 other members of 14s Maharashtra Legislative Assembly

under Paragraph 2 (1) (b) of the Tenth Schedule of the

Constitution inter-alia on the following groundslT:

(u) The Petitioner had issued a Whip on 02"d July 2022

thereby directing the MLAs of SSLP to vote in favour of

rr Paragaph 05 of rhe Disqualificatioo Petidon No. 19 of2022
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Mr. Rajan Prabhakar Salvi in the Election of Speaker to

be held on 03'd luly 2022.

(b) The Respondents in utter violation to the Whip dated

02"d July 2022 have voted against the will and

instructions of the party and have cast their vote in

favour of the candidate set up by BJP and have openly

defied the \A/hip and such act of cross voting is in teeth

of Paragraph 2 (1) (b) of the Tenth Schedule.

(.) The Respondents have voted contrary to the directions

issued by the Party to which they belong without

obtaining prior permission of the party and such voting

has not been condoned by the party. The said action of

the Respondents, in voting contrary to directions issued

by the party, attracts the contents of Paragraph 2 (1) (b)

of the Tenth Schedule.

54.Leading up to the aforementioned grounds Petitioner pleaded

the following facts:

(r) That a post poll alliance was formed between the Shiv

Sena, the NCP as well as the INC in order to form the

government in the State of Maharashtra with the

President of the Shiv Sena i.e. Shri Uddhav Thackeray,

being swom in as the Chief Minister.
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(b) The BfP which had formed the government in the 13m

Legislative Assembly with the support of the Shiv Sena

did not take it well that the Shiv Sena formed the

government with NCP and Congress, breaking away its

alliance with the BfP. Since theru the leaders of the BJP,

both at the center as well as the state, have been holding

a grudge against the MVA government and particularly

against Shiv Sena and have been making concerted

efforts to orchestrate division/defection within the Shiv

Sena.

(.) The scheming of the BIP to create divisions within the

Shiv Sena manifested itself in the recently conducted

MLC elections held on 20.06.2022, wherein despite

having the requisite number of MLAs on its side, the

MVA alliance led by the Shiv Sena lost a seat to the BJP

which had orchestrated crossvoting within the MVA

and particularly within the Shiv Sena.

(d) The results of the MLC elections took the leadership of

the SSLP by surprise. Immediately thereafter, it was

widely reported in the media that Sfui Eknath Shinde,

who was a Cabinet Minister of Urban Development and

Public Works (Public Undertakings) along with certain

other delinquent MLAs of the SSLP has gone into hiding

in the BIP ruled neighboring state of Gujarat.

q Y

a
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(") In order to contain and allay the apprehensions that

were arising in the party, post the MLC elections, an

urgent meeting of the SSLP was called lor on2'1.06.2022.

(0 The Respondent along with certain other MLAs did not

bother to attend the same.

(g) The party resolved in the said meeting to remove Shri

Eknath Shinde from the position of the leader of the

SSLP and appoint Shri Ajay Choudhari instead.

(i) Nevertheless, in the interests of the party, it was thought

fit to call for another legislature party meeting so as to

give one more opportunity to the MLAs who were

absent in the meeting dated 21.06.2022, in order to show

their loyalty and support to their real political party.

Hence another meeting of the SSLP was called for on

22"a of !,ane 2022. Individual notices were issued to all

MLAs of the Shiv Sena, and it was made adequately

clear that "failure to participate in the meeting without

providing valid and adequate reasons in writing,

communicated in advance to the undersigned, will
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(h) The said decision was communicated to the Hon'ble

Speaker on 2'1.06.2022 itself and the Hon'ble Speaker on

the very said date itself accepted the same.
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(,) Despite the grave importance of the meeting called for

on 22"d of June 2022, aimed at consolidating the SSLP's

strength and to contain any possible horse trading, the

Respondent has not bothered to attend the meeting.

(k) Instead, the Respondents have sent a communication

rejecting the holding of the meeting as illegal which in

itself shows that the Respondent has been working

contrary to the diktats of the real political party.

(l) Thereafter, as an afterthought the said Respondent along

with other delinquent MLAs passed an illegal backdated

'resolution' appointing Shri Eknath Shinde as the leader

of the SSLP and Shri Bharat Gogawale as the Chief

Whip.

(*) That the Petitioner responded to the communication

dated 22.06.2022 of the Respondent rejecting the reason

given for the latter's absence from the SSLP meeting as

an afterthought, frivolous, backdated, and proof of the

Respondent acting contrary to the interests of the real

political party.

(") The conduct of the Respondent along with other

delinquent MLAs is totally in concert with the main

Page 28 of 135r.i /
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opposition party in the State i.e., Bhartiya Janta Party

(BlP), and this is evident from the fact that they

remained in hiding in the State of Gujarat first and

subsequently flew away to the state of Assam, both

states being ruled by the BIP dispensation. It is

interesting to note that MLAs of Maharashha are

passing resolutions sitting in Assam, which has the

effect of destabilizing the government in Maharashtra.

(o) All this conduct cumulatively gives rise to the

unequivocal inJerence that the Respondent along with

his cohorts are indulging in anti-party activities by

orchestrating defections within the SSLP in order to

destabilize the MVA government. In view of this

situation, it was resolved in the SSLP meeting held on

22.06.2022 at the CM's residence that necessary legal

action shall be taken under the Tenth Schedule against

errant MLAs.

(p) Petitioner filed DisqualiJication Petitions No. 01 to 16

and Disqualification Petitions No. 18 against

Respondents. That even filing of the disqualification

petitions did not deter the delinquent MLAs who went

onto openly and in the public domain hobnob with the

BIP and its leaders in the States of Gujarat and Assam.

,
E
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(q) A meeting of the National Executive was held on 25th

lune 2022 in Mumbai and none of the Respondents

attended the said meeting. In the said meeting the cadre

of the parfy has wholeheartedly and unconditionally

extended allegiance, loyalty, and unwavering support to

the leadership of the leadership of the Shiv Sena

Pakshapramukh Sfui Uddhav Thackeray and have

condemned the anti-party activities of the Respondents.

In the said meeting Resolution has been passed by the

National Executive to stop Respondents from using

party founder Shri. Balasaheb Thackeray's name.

(.) The Hon'ble Governor had, t:ide communication dated

29th June 2022, summoned the assembly to convene a

special session for the purposes of'floor test' to be faced

by Shri Uddhav Thackeray. Late evening that day, Shri

Uddhav Thackeray tendered his resignation to the

Hon'ble Govemor.

G) The very next day, i.e., on 30n June 2022, Sfui Eknath

Shinde staked claim to form government in the State of

Maharashtra with the support of the BIP.

(t) Despite rebellion carried out by the 'Shinde faction', the

Original Shiv Sena Political Party remains under the

leadership of Shri Uddhav Thackeray. Shri Uddhav*
7r-

a
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Thackeray was elected as the president of the Shiv Sena

Political Party way back on 23.d ]anuary 2018 when the

organisational elections were conducted.

(u) A special two-day Assembly Session was convened on

03'd July 2022 and 04n July 2022 with an agenda for the

Election of the Speaker.

(") On 2"a J:uJy 2022, the Petitioner issued a Whip directing

the MLAs of SSLP to vote in favour of Shri Rajana

Prabhakar Salvi.

(*) The election for the Speaker was held on 03'd July 2022

and the candidate set up by the BJP was elected as the

Speaker. Respondents were expected to adhere to the

instructions/directions issued by the party in the form

of a \Atrhip regarding the Election of the Speaker which

were held on 03"d July 2022 and ought to have cast their

vote in favour Shri Rajan Prabhakar Salvi. However, on

the day of the elections, Respondents went against the

party mandate and cast his vote in favour of a contestant

from the B]P. Respondents have thus acted contrary to

the directions issued by the Political Party which they

belong without obtaining the prior permission of the

party and such voting has not been condoned by the

party.
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(*) The action of the Respondents, in voting contrary to

directioru issued by the party, attracts the contents of

Paragraph 2 (1) (b) of the Tenth Schedule.

55.Based on the above facts, circumstances and grounds,

Petitioner contended that the conduct of the Respondents, in

voting contrary to the direction issued by the party, attracts

the contents of Paragraph 2 (1) O) of the Tenth Schedule and

prayed that Respondents be disqualified in terms of

Paragraph 2 (1) (b) of the Tenth Schedule of the Constitution

of India.

SS.Respondents answered the Petitioner by pleading the

following:

(u) Respondents were never in receipt of any alleged \A/hip

dated 02"d July 2022. The said alleged Whip was never

issued by the Petitioner and have been subsequently

manufactured to create a fagade that the Respondents

defied the same.

(b) At the relevant time of voting, i.e., on 03'd July 2022 and

04n July 2022, Shri Eknath Shinde was the rightfully

appointed 'Leader' of the SSLP and Shri Baharat

Gogawale was the Chief \A/hip of the Party. They

represented the'will and voice of the real Shiv Sena'.
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(c) Respondents have followed the 'will and whip' of the

party and have never deviated from the path set up Shri

Balasaheb Thackeray, the founder of the Party. On the

contrary, it is the Petitioner who has voted against will

and \4hip of the party and therefore is liable to bear

consequences of disqualification under Paragraph 2 (1)

(b) of the Tenth Schedule.

(d) Pelitioner was no longer the authorised \44:rip of the

party from 21st Iune 2022 onwards and thus he had no

authority to issue any \4hip of the party.

(0 Constitutional Bench of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in

Kihoto Hollohan Vs. Zachillhu €t Ors18, wherein while

construing the phrase 'any direction' appearing in

Paragraph 2 (1) (b) of the Tenth Schedule to the

Constitution of India, held that the said phrase is to be

liberally construed and should be limited to only cases

18 1992 SCC Suppl. (2) 651
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(e) In the alternative, it was submitted by the Respondents

that, the post of the Speaker is a sacrosanct post, and

every legislator has a right to vote as per their own

conscience. Thus, a party Whip does not apply in voting

in election for the post of Speaker in the Assembly.
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which involve (a) vote on motion of confidence or no

confidence in the govemment and (b) where the motion

under consideration relates to a matter which was an

integral policy and programme of the political party on

the basis of which it approached the electorate. Thus,

Respondents cannot be said to have defied any Vy'hip or

any directions of the Shiv Sena.

(g) Respondents never remained incommunicado with the

party leadership and the Respondents themselves were

part of the party leadership.

(h) Respondents were never served with the Notice of the

meeting dated 2L* lune 2022 which was held by a

minority faction of SSPP (Shiv Sena Political Party), who

are not even members of the SSPP at present.

(i) Meeting dated22"alne2022 was unauthorised and the

Petitioner did not have any authority to call for any

meeting.

(,) Mere non-attendance of a meeting, which was

admittedly called on short notice, does not amount to

voluntarily giving up the membership of the political

party.

*
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(k) The Leader of the Legislature Party has the right to

appoint/change the Chief Whip of the party. The acts of

re-affirming the SSLP leader and the change of Chief

\4trhip are not contrary to the wish/direction of the Shiv

Sena Political Party as the same have been permitted

and approved by the Shiv Sena Political Party and its

Mukhyaneta.

(l) Exercising a constitutional right by electing the Leader

and the Chief \Ahip of the Party does not amount to

voluntarily giving up the membership and defection

under the Tenth Schedule.

(-) Respondents were not in the State of Maharashtra owing

to the threats raised to their lives and liberty when the

meetings were called by a minority faction of the SSLP.

Merely going out from the parent state to a different

state ruled by a different party does not amount to

voluntarily giving up membership of the party.

(") Voicing concerns/ dissent against the coalition carmot be

termed as going against the will of the Political Party.

Rigours of the Tenth Schedule are not applicable to any

alleged act against the coalition, it is only applicable vis-

A-vis a political party.

* *
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(o) Media reports cannot be a proof of anything and at the

best they are nothing but hearsay.

58.Even though, initially, Petitioner maintained the stand that he

does not require an opportunity to lead evidence and urged

that the hearing be held without there being the need of

allowing parties to lead evidence, on 02.d November 20231e,

the Ld. Counsel for the Petitioner, stated that the Petitioner

would also like to lead evidence in the matter. Thus, by

consent of both the parties opportunity was accorded to both

the Petitioner and the Respondents to lead evidence.

S9.Petitioner filed Afidaoits in lieu of Chief Examination of two

witnesses; one being the Petitioner himself (PW-1) and the

other being one Shri. Vijay Joshi (PW-2). Petitioner Shri. Sunil

Prabhu more or less stated whatever was stated in the

Disqualification Petitions in krs Afidaaits in lieu of Chief

Examination. Certain originals of documents relied on by the

Petitioner were also tendered along with Petitioner's Affidaoit

in lieu of Chief Examinaflore. Relevant documents, being inter-

le Speaker's Order &ted 02'd November 2023
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67.Based on the above facts, circumstances and grounds,

Respondents contended that Disqualification Petition is

devoid of any merits and deserves to be dismissed.

(III) EVIDENCE LED BY THE PARTIES

Ir



speakor

alia the'Resolution dated 21* June 2022' (hereinafter referred to

as thc 'UBT Resolution dated 21st lune 2022) and the originals of

whips, which the Petitioner claimed to have sent the

legislature party members of the Shiv Sena.

T0.Petitioner's second witness (pW-2) filed a very limited

Afidaoit in lieu of Chief Examination and stated that he was

working in the Sftlo Sena Vidhimandal Knryalaya in l.uJy 2022

and on instructions of Shri. Sunil Prabhu sent two \Atrhips,

dated 02"a fuly 2022.

Tl.Respondents filed six (6) Alfidaoits in lieu of Examination, of (1)

Shri. Dilip Lande, (i0 Shri. Yogesh Kadam, (iii) Shri. Rahul

Shewale, (iv) Shri. Uday Samat (v) Shri. Deepak Kesarkar,

and (vi) Shri. Bharat Gogwale.

7z.Shri. Dilip Lande (RW-l) in his Eoidence by way of Affidaoit

dated 24ft November 2023, deposed inter alia thal:

(a) He did not receive any whip dated 02.07.2022 from Shri.

Sunil Prabhu for election of the Hon'ble Speaker to be

held on 03.07.2022, nor did he receive any whip dated

02.07.2022 from Shri. Sunil Prabhu for voting contrary to

the confidence motion to be held on 04.07 .2022.

(b) He had voted in accordance of the whip dated

04.07.2022.* *
7o
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(.) He was present in the meeting dated 2L.05.2022. He was

informed by Sh. Sunil Prabhu that some of the SSLP

members had decided to disqualify other SSLP members

not present in the meeting. His opposition to the same

was unheeded and he left the meeting.

(d) He did not support f approvef second the resolution

passed in meeting dated 22.06.2022. His name and

signature on the resolution had been forged.

(e) He had never done any act which would indicate him

grving up membership of his party.

73.Sh. Yogesh Kadam (RW-2) in his Eoidence by znay of Affidaoit

dated 24th November 2023, deposed inter alia that:

(u) On21.06.2022, the majority members of the SSLP passed

a resolution affirming Sh. Eknath Shinde as leader of the

SSLP and appointed Shri Bharatseth Gogawale as Chief

Whip of the party.

(b) He received a copy of the letter dated 03.07.2022 issued

by the Maharashtra Legislative Assembly Secretariat,

wherein Shri. Eknath Shinde was recognized as Leader

and Shri Bharatseth Gogawale as the Chief 14/hip of

SSLP by Hon'ble Speaker.

\
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(.) He was in receipt of the Whip dated04.07.2022 by which

Shri. Bharat Gogawale as Chief \4{rip directed party

members to vote in favor of Shiv Sena led govemment in

the trust vote on 04.07 .2022. He accordingly cast his vote

in accordance with \Atrhip dated 04.07.2022. No other

whip from Shri Sunil Prabhu was received by him.

(d) He had not done any act which would indicate that he

had given up membership of his party.

74.Sh. Rahul Shewale (RW-3) inhis Eoidence by way of Affidaait

dated 24s November 2023, deposed inter alia lhat:

(a) Shri. Uddhav Thackeray refused to call for a meeting of

Rashtriya Karyakarini, despite repeated requests, to

address' griea ances and dissatisfaction' prev alent amongst

MLAs, party leaders, etc., on account of 'huge corruption'

in MVA Government.

(b) There was a discontent within the party with respect to

coalition with INC and NCP as founder of Shiv Sena

Hindu Hridya Samrat was a staunch opposer of the

ideologies of parties like INC and NCP.

(.) It was Shri Eknath Shinde who led the party from the

front and took care of the grievances of all office bearers

including elected representatives.
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(d) He was not a party to the alleged National Executive

meeting dated 25.06.2022 nor did he receive any notice

for this meeting, nor did he attend the same. These are

forged and fabricated in as much as the meeting has

been shown to be of 'Rashtriya Karyakarini Baithak

(Pratinidhi Sabha).' Rashtriya Karyakarini and

Pratinidhi Sabha are two different bodies under Shiv

Sena Constitution and cannot be inter-changeably used.

(e) He along with 12 Lok Sabha members belonging to Shiv

Sena support and recognize Shri Eknath Shinde as true

leader of Shiv Sena Party.

75.Sh. Uday Samant (RW4) rn his Eaidence by way of Afidaait

dated 24s November 2023, deposed inter alia that'.

(a) On 31.10.2019, members of SSLP called for a meeting

and acknowledged the work and leadership of Shri

Eknath Shinde and unanimously elected the latter to be

leader of the party. Resolution passed in this meeting

also indicates that authority to appoint a Group Leader

and Chief VVtrip was with SSLP.

(b) Shri Uddhav Thackeray was not a member of the

Legislative Assembly. However, though Shri Uddhav

Thackeray did not have any authority to take any

decision in the meeting of SSLP, members of the SSLP

I
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agreed that Shri Uddhav Thackeray would chair the

meeting for which he was authorized by the members of

SSLP. Ultimate authority for election of Group Leader

and Chief Whip of SSLP vests only with members of the

SSLP. All decisions relating to legislature party are taken

by majority members of SSLP.

(.) He and other MLAs, MLCs, etc., were agairut forming

the government with INC and NCP.

(d) On 21,.06.2022 Shri Gulabrao Patil contacted him and

asked him to reach Varsha Bungalow for discussion

with Shri Uddhav Thackeray regarding political

developments regarding the parry and fufure course of

action.

(") He and several other MLAs advised Shri. Uddhav

Thackeray, that party should withdraw from coalition

with NCP and INC. No resolution was moved in the

meeting to remove Shri Eknath Shinde as Group Leader

of Shiv Sena Legislature Parly and to replace him with

Shri Ajay Chaudhari. He did not second any resolution

to that effect, nor did he sign alleged attendance register

nor any other document. He had not drafted any aileged

resolution of 21.06.2022.

t
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(0 He did not receive any whip from Shri Sunil Prabhu for

election of Speaker of the Assembly to be conducted on

03.07.2022.

(g) \A/hip dated 04.07.2022 was recognized by the Speaker of

the House. Whip directed members to vote in favor of

Shiv Sena party in trust vote on 04.07.2022. He had

accordingly cast his vote on 04.07.2022 on the confidence

motion.

(h) He has never done any act which would indicate him

giving up membership of Shiv Sena party.

(a) He has not defected or left or voluntarily given up the

membership of Shiv Sena Party.

@) It was only for a meeting on 31.10.2019 that it was

agreed by the members of SSLP that Shri Uddhav

Thackeray would chair the said meeting for which he

was authorized by members of SSLP. Leaders of the

party were always elected by members of SSLP. If it was

not for the authority by SSLP, Shri Uddhav Thackeray

did not have any authority to take any decisions in the

meeting of SSLP, which vests only with the members of
9! --.--.\ lt
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75.Sh. Deepak Kesarkar (RW-s) inhis Eaidence by way of Affidaztit

dated 24th November 2023, deposed inter alia that:



SSLP. Parfy President had no power to intervene with

work of the Legislature ParV under Shiv Sena

Constitution. Decisions in that regard are taken on the

basis of majority.

(c) It is incorrect that he was incommunicado or in hiding,,

or that he was absent from party meeting dated

21,.06.2022. He did not receive any whip for the meeting

dated21,.06.2022.Shri Gulabrao Patil contacted him and

informed him to attend the meeting of SSLP on

21,.06.2022 at Varsha Bungalow, he attended the meeting.

(d) No resolution was proposed from any member in the

said meeting regarding removal of Shri Eknath Shinde

as the group leader of Shiv Sena Legislature Party. He

did not sign the attendance sheet/register for the

meeting daled 21,.06.2022. He did not receive any notice

for the National Executive Meenng/ Pratinidhi Sabhn on

25.06.2022.

77.5h. Bharat Gogawale (PW-L in Group 5 & RW-6 in Groups 01,

03, 04, A 06),) in his Eoidence by way of Affidaoit dated 24n

November 2023, deposed inter alia that: (to be noted that Shi.

Bharat Gogawale has deposed, by common ffidaoit in lieu of
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(") He had never done any act which would indicate that he

had given up membership of the party.



examination in chief, as the PW-1 in Group 05 in which he is the

Pefitioner and for and on behalf of Respondents in Group 01, 03, 04,

e 6.)

(a) Petitioner Shri Sunil Prabhu and Respondents in Petition

No. 20 &. 22-U have acted against the interest of the

party and voted against the member of Shiv Sena party

in conJidence motion on 04.07.2022.

@) As per the initial constitution, all decisions were to be

taken by Shiv Sena Pramukh. However, the Constitution

of Shiv Sena was amended to provide inter party

democracy. Since 1999, the party has followed a

democratic process for taking intra party decisions.

(.) Leaders of the party called for a meeting on 31.10.2019

under leadership of Shri Eknath Shinde of all newly

elected MLAs of Shiv Sena Party. Acknowledging the

work and leadership of Shri Eknath Shinde, they

unanimously elected Shri Eknath Shinde to be leader of

the SSLP.

(d) Members of the SSLP agreed that Shri Uddhav

Thackeray would chair the meeting dated 31.10.2019,

only for the purpose of the meeting. Leaders of the party

are always elected by members of SSLP.
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(e) He and several other colleagues were threatened with

arrests and physical harm by Shri Sanjay Raut. So left

with no other option; he and some of his colleagues had

to flee Maharashtra on 21.06.2022.

(0 On 21,.06.2022 Sh. Milind Narvekar and Mr. Ravindra

Phatak approached Shri Eknath Shinde and inJormed

them that discussions were held by Shri Uddhav

Thackeray and some minority members of SSLP wherein

Shri Uddhav Thackeray had agreed to end MVA

Coalition and resolve intra party disputes. He, however,

learnt subsequently that a di{ferent resolution was

passed; and using names and signatures of some of the

MLAs and it was illegally resolved that Sh. Ajay

Choudhary would be the leader of the SSLP.

(S) The majority of the members passed a unanimous

resolution on 21.06.2022 electing and re-affirming Shri

Eknath Shinde as the leader of the party. It was also

resolved that he [Shri. Bharatseth Gogawale] will be the

Chief l4lhip of the SSLP in the Maharashtra State

Assembly.

(h) Acting as the Chief \tVhip, he had issued the whip dated

04.07.2022. Some of the members voted against the whip

by their conduct made attempt to overthrow the
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Govemment by orchestrating defections in the SSLP. By

doing so, delinquent MLAs had voluntarily given up

membership of SSLP and Shiv Sena Political Party.

Disqualification Petition has been filed accordingly.

(rv) ISSUES FOR DETERMINATION

78.The Hon'ble Supreme Court, in Subash Desai Vs. Governor of

Maharashtra,zo(hereinafter refened to as 'Subash Desai'), was

pleased to direct that " the Speaker should prima facie determine

'zlho the real polifical party is' for the purpose of adjudicating

disqualification petitions, if fiao or more factions claim to be that

political party" and accordingly " shall recognise the Whip and the

Leader usho were duly authorised by the Shia Sena Political Party"

keeping with the principles discussed in the said judgement.2l

79.Hence, keeping in view the factual matrix and the directions

of the Hon ble Supreme Court, I will prima facie determine

"who the political party is for the purpose of adjudicating

disqualifcation petitions, if fioo or more factions claim to be that

political party" and accordingly " recognise tlrc Whip and the

Leader who were duly authorised by the Shio Sena Political Party"

keeping in mind principles discussed in Subash Desai (Supra).

It is necessary to consider and determine the said preliminary

issue before examining the merits and deciding whether

' R'.

,o 2023 SCC Online SC 607
2) Pttagraph,206 (d) & (g) of Subash Desai
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Respondents have incurred disqualification under the Tenth

Schedule of the Constitution of India.

80.Thus, the preliminary issue that arises for my consideration,

before delving into the merits of disqualification petitions

under the Tenth Schedule, is "Which among the two factions

was the "real" Shiv Sena Political Party and consequently who

was the duly authorised Leader andf or the \Atrhip of the Shiv

Sena Political Party for the purpose of deciding the present

disqualification petitions ?" .

81.The other issue framed for my consideratiory in this Group of

Disqualification Petitions, i.e., Group 04, is "Whether the

Respondents have incurred disqualification in terms of

Paragraph 2 (1) (b) of the Tenth Schedule of the Constitution

of India on account of their (alleged) acts, omissions andf or

conduct?"

o*
f
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(V) ANALYSIS, OBSERVATIONS AND FINDINGS

A, IMich arnong the two factions is the "real" Shia Sena

Political Party fo, the purpose tf deciding the present

di s q ualifi cation p e ti tions 7

82.Hon'ble Supreme Court of India, in paragraph 119 of Subash

Desai (Supra)22, while discussing the legality of the recognition

of 'Leader' and the'\Alhip' of Shiv Sena accorded by the Letter

dated 03rd luly 2022, held that the Speaker ought to have taken

into consideration the 'split' that took place within the Shiv

Sena which were discernible from two sets of resolutions,

appointing two different 'leaders' and 'whips' placed on

record by the Shiv Sena before the Legislature Secretariat. This

aforesaid paragraph of Subash Desai (119) read with paragraph

157 of Subash Desai (Supra)23, makes it clear that the law laid

down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court is that 'in view of the

deletion of 'Paragraph 03 of the Tenth Schedule', when rival

factions emerge as a result of rrtt/split in a party, the Speaker

has to necessarily find which faction is the real political party

while recognising 'leader' and the 'whip' of the party,

especially where there are rival claims seeking appointment.

n Paszgraph 1 19 of Subash Desai (Supra)
23 Patagraph 157 of Subash Desai (Supra)
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83.Thus, in view of the fact that in the present matter, rival

factions have emerged2a and both the factions claim to be the

real political party read with the direction of the Hon'ble

Supreme Court, in Subash Desai (Supra), that this Forum

should prima facie determine "u)ho the political party is for the

purpose of adjudicating disqualification petitions, if two or more

factions claim to be that political party and accordingly shall

recognise the IMip and the Leader who are duly authorised by the

Shia Sena Political Party keeping tuith the principles discussed in

the said judgemenl"zs, it is necessary to consider and determine

the said preliminary issue before recognising the'leader' and

the 'whip' who were duly authorised by the 'real political

parry' when the rival factions emerged and then in tum

examine the merits of these disqualification petitions.

Pinciples laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Subash Desai

releztant for the purpose of determining who the political party is.

84.Before discussing'who the political party is for the purpose of

adjudicating disqualification petitions' it is imperative to set

out the principles laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in

Subash Desai (Supra) for this purpose. These are as follows:

(a) IMen the conduct prohibited under the Tenth Schedule is

(allegedly) committed, there is only one political party. This

2a Finding that rivd factions have emerged is recorded in Paragraphs 1 19 of Subash Desai.
25 Silath DeuiPangraphs 124,157,163,164,167,168 & 206 (d) & (C)

* *
70
E
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necessitates the Speaker prima facie determining who the

political party was at the time of the alleged act which

allegedly attract the proaisions of the Tenth Schedule,26

@) Paragraph 5 of the Tenth Schedule entrusts the Speaker of the

House usith the authority to adjudicate disqualification

petitions. IMile adjudicating a disqualifcation pefition, the

Speaker must also consider any defence(s) raised by tht

member against whom the petition has been filed. The Tenth

Schedule, as it currently stands, specifies fiite defences which a

member may take recourse to, to shield themselaes from the

consequences of the anti-defection law.27

(c) Both factions of the Shia Sena claiming to be the "real" Shia

Sena, in effect, points to the existence of a split zt:ithin the

SSLP. Hou:ner, no faction or group can argue that they

constitute the real political party as a drtnce against

disqualification on the ground of defection.2s

(d) The innitable consequence of tfu deletion of Paragraph 3 from

the Tenth Schedule is that the defence of a split is no longer

aaailable to members who face disqualification proceedings. In

cases where a split has occurred in a political party or in a

legislature party, members of neither faction may oalidly raise

the defence that they are the political party in tlu eoent thnt

Vtn"ur
// * ,.--
/,</ ix;;
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26 Paragtaph No. 75'7 of S arb Duai.
2' Paragraph No. 161 of Subash Desai.
28 Paragraph No. 163 of Subash Desai.-..*\
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each faction files petitions for the disqualifcation of members

of the other faction. The defence sought to be aoailed of must

be found within the Tenth Schedule as it currently stands.2e

(e) Members of multiple groups or factions can all continue as

members of the House if the requirements of Paragraph a@ of

the Tenth Schedule are satisfied. Two (or more) factions of a

political party can both remain in the House if one of the

factions has opted to merge with another political party in

terms of Paragraph a0.)@) and the other faction has chosen

not to accept the merger. Howarcr, in cases where a split has

occurred, and members of one of the factions are found to hnae

satisfied the conditions in Paragraph 2(1) and are also unable

to establish any of the fiae drtnces aaailable under the Tenth

Schedule, they would stand disqualified. The percentage of

members in each faction is irreleaant to the determination of

whether a defence to disqualification is made out.30 This is

necessarily the implication of the deletion of Paragraph 3. To

hold othentsise would be to permit the entry of the drtnce of

'split' in the Tenth Schedule through the back door, This is

impermissible and would render the deletion of Paragraph 3

meaningless, lt is imperatioe law that what cannot be done

directly cannot be permitted to be done indirectly. The

Spea(o/.
* *

o* ',.d$$
2e Pangraph No. 164 of Subash Desai.
30 Paragraph No. 165 of Subash Desai.
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interpretation which zoe haoe erpounded is the only one which

corltports with the deletion of Paragraph 3.i1

@) In arrittins at their decision, the Speaker must consider the

constitution of the parta as well as anu other rules and

resulations which specifu the structure of the leadership of the

,I the riaal rou s submit two or more oersions o the

constitution the S eaker must consider the oersion

which usas submitted to the ECI before the riaal

....-l\\
31 Paragraph No. 166 of Subash Desai.
i'Paragraph No. 167 of Subash Desai//ttI 2

\
(egis\
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factions

$) Regardless of the defence aoailable to members u:ho face

disqualification proceedings, the Speaker may be called upon

to determine who the "rwl" political party is while

adjudicating disqualification petitions undq Paragraph

2(1)(a) where ftao or more factions of the political or

legislature party haoe aisen. The effect of the deletion of

Paragraph 3 is thnt both facfions cannot be ansidered to

constitute the original political party. ln order to determine

uthich (if any) of the members of the party haoe ooluntaily

gizten up membership of tfu political party under Paragraph

2(1-)(a), it is necessary to first determine which of the factions

constitute the political party. This determination is a prima

facie determination and will not impact any other proceeilings

including the proceedings under Paragraph 15 of the Symbols

Order.32

i.,:.t



ECI with the consent of both factions. This will obaiate a

situation Tohere both factions attempt to amend the

constitution to serte their otpn ends. Further, the Speaker

political parfu on a blind appreciation of which sroup

which is releaant to the determination of this issue.33

0n The deletion of Parasraoh 3 impacts the oroceedinss under

Parasraph 20)b) as well. lNhen there are ftoo lMips

2(L)h) would also dmend on the decision of the Soeaker

85.Thus, what emerges from the principles laid down by the

Hon'ble Apex Court is that the question of 'who the real

political party is', has to be considered and determined a{ter

giving due weightage lo (i) the constitution of the Shia Sena, (ii)

33 Paragraph No. 168 ofSubash Desai
5a Paragraph No. 169 ofSubash Desai
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emerged. In other words, tlrc Speaker must consider the

oersion o.f the parU constitution which was submitted to the

must not base their decision as to wldch group constitutes the

possesses a majoriU in tlrc Legislatioe Assembly. This is not a

game qf numbers, but of something more, Tlrc structure o.f

leadership outside the Legislatiae Assembly is a consideration

aryointed W two or more factions of the politid

Speaker must decide which o! the fiao Wips rEresents the

political parU. Thus, the adjudication o.f the Speaker on

whether a member must be disquali.fied under Paragraph

recognising one o.f the two (or more) IMips.st



the leadership structure of the party and (iii) the legislatitse majority,

if two or more factions claim to be the real political pafty.('the

question of who the real political party is', is hereinafter referred to

as thc'preliminary issue)

86.Since, in these proceedings both the factions are claiming to be

the 'real political party' at the relevant point in time, and as

the said issue arose for determination in these proceedings, on

02"4 November 2023, the said preliminary issue was also

framed as one of the issues in these disqualification petitions,

thereby affording an opportunity to the parties to make their

submissions on this point. Further, even during the hearing on

12th December 2023, both the parties were specifically asked as

to whether any of the parties to the Disqualification Petitions

or the Leaders of their respective factions would like to
advance any further written submissions, #fidavits and/or

documents on the issue of "Real Political Party" . Ld. Counsel

for the Petitioner, submitted that the enquiry prescribed by the

Hon'ble Supreme Court in Subash Desai (Supra), is not an

enquiry independent to that of the present proceedings under

the Tenth Schedule of the Constitution and thus the said

enquiry means that the Speaker has to decide the issue of 'real

political party' as a preliminary issue while adjudicating these

disqualification petitions. Likewise, Ld. Counsel for the

Respondents submitted that they also do not need any such
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further opportunity and consented with the Petitioner on

going ahead with the final hearing without any further

submissions or filings on the said issue. Further, both the

parties were asked if an opportunity is required to be given to

the'Leaders' of each faction, i.e., Shri. Eknath Shinde and Shri.

Uddhav Thackeray, to make any submissions as 'leaders',

pertaining to the issue of 'real political party'. Thereupon, Ld.

Counsel for the Petitioner submitted that, such an opportunity

was not required for the purpose of deciding 'who the real

political party is' in these disqualification proceedings, and

even otherwise the Petitioner Shri. Sunil Prabhu represented

the interests of the leader and will of their faction for the

purpose of deciding all issues concerned in these proceedings.

Similarly, Respondents submitted that such a chance was not

required since the Leader Shri. Eknath Shinde himself is a

party Respondent in these proceedings.

87.The disinclination of parties to address me on this issue makes

it clear that, I proceed to consider and adjudicate on this.

Therefore, I would be adjudicating the said preliminary issue

based on (i) the principles laid down by the Hon'ble Apex

Cour! (ii) record available with the Maharashtra Legislature

Secretariat and (iii) submissions made and documents referred

to by the parties during the course of the hearing in these

disqualification petitions.
t/$
\\av
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Petitioner's submissions on the preliminary ESU?

88. As noted earlier, Ld. Sr. Adv. Mr. Devadatt Kamat at the

outset submitted that the enquiry prescribed by the Hon'ble

Supreme Court in Subash Desai (Supra) is not an enquiry

independent to that of the present proceedings under the

Tenth Schedule of the Constitution. He further submitted that

the enquiry mandated by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in

'Subash Desai (Supra)' has to be read to mean that the Speaker

has to decide the issue of 'real political party' as a preliminary

issue while adjudicating these disquatification petitions

without parties having to lead evidence on the issue. He

further submitted that the Speaker would have had to decide

this issue preliminarily even if parties had not set up any plea

in the said regard.

89. Mr. Kamat has made lengthy submissions on the purport of

what constitutes a 'prima facie' determination and what are

the elements which are to be looked into while adjudicating an

issue on a prima facie basis. Submissions of Ld. Sr. Adv. Mr.

Kamat on the issue of 'who the real political party is' are as

follows:

Petitioner's submissions on Lendership Structure

(u) The 'prima facie determination' by the Speaker cannot

involve adjudication of the legality or otherwise of the
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political leadership as it exists on the records of the ECI.

The corununication of results of the organisational

elections to the ECI cannot be disputed in the instant

proceedings at the behest of a person accused of

defectiory particularly since it is only a 'prima facie

determination'. The 'prima facie determination'

envisaged under the Tenth Schedule to identify'who the

political party is', cannot in any manner be an exercise to

adjudicate the validity of organisational elections which

were conducted five years ago, and never challenged

before a competent Court of 1aw.35

(b) At the time when the impugned acts in the present

proceedings were committed (June-July of 2022), the

leadership structure of the party as corununicated to the

Election Commission in the year 2018 (for the term 2018-

2023) is the leadership structure that must form the basis

of adjudication of these petitions. The said leadership

structure can be discerned from the letter dated

27.02.2018.36 Thus, for the purposes of 'prima facie

determination', the Shiv Sena political party at the

relevant time in June-July 2022 was headed by Shri

Uddhav Thackera/, the Party President. Given the role

ascribed to the party president under the 1999 and the

3s Paragraph No. 74 of qWriften submjssions of Mr. Devadatt Kamat, Sr. Adr'., on behalf of the Pecidoner

ftereiaafter referred to as Kamat's WS).
36 Paragraph No. 76 of Kamat's WS

* *
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2018 Party Constitutions, it is the Party President who

represented the will of the political party for the

purposes of these proceedings.3T

(c) Even in the Rashtiya Karyakarinl, the next most

significant body in the organizational structure after the

Party President, Shri Uddhav Thackeray enjoyed

overwhelming majorify and support at the relevant

time, i.e., in June-July 2022. The overwhelming support

enjoyed by Shri. Uddhav Thackeray amongst the

members of the Rashtriya Karyakarini is evident from,

(i) the affidavits dated 25.06.2022 executed by 9 out of 13

members of the Rashtriya Karyakarini in favour of Shri.

Uddhav Thackeray, and (ii) the complete lack of any

affidavits of support by members of the Rashtriya

Karyakarini in favour of Shri. Eknath Shinde.38

(d) As per the leadership structure communicated to the

ECI in pursu;mce to the organizational elections held in

2018 Shri. Udhav Thackeray, at the relevant time,

enjoyed the support of (1) 7 leaders out of 9 elected

leaders, (ii) 11 deputy leaders out of 21 elected deputy

leaders, (iii) 2 out of 4 appointed leaders, and (iv) 7 out

of 12 appointed deputy leaders.3e

(:
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(u) The results of the organisational elections cannot be

negated by a bald denial in the present disqualilication

proceedings #ter almost 5 years of conclusion of the

elections. No challenge was made to the results of 2018

elections by any person before the competent forum. The

binding nature of outcome of 2018 organisational

elections cannot be wished away by bald denials in the

pleadings of the Respondents. It is a well-accepted

doctrine that the official records cannot be wished away

or argued to be non-existent without laying down a

challenge before the competent forum and succeeding in

a manner known to law. It is well settled that even an

illegal order is to be challenged in the manner known to

law and get it set aside by a due procedure.ao

(0 Beneficiaries/participants of the 2018 organtzational

elections cannot tum around and assail the result of the

organizational elections.al

(g) In these proceedings, the Respondents cannot challenge

the organizational election results available on the

record of the ECI as the Tenth Schedule does not permit

the raising of any such defense.

,,,

{ Paragtaph No. 92 of Kamat's \0S
ar Patagraph No. 96 of Kamat's WS

i
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Petitioner's submissions on the Constitution

(h) 2018 constitution being not taken on record by the ECI

cannot be ground for invalidating the leadership

structure of 2018 and for the purpose of deciding the

preliminary issue, 2018 constitution has to be considered

as both the parties have relied upon the 2018 amended

constitution and acted thereon. In this regard, it has to

be noted that the Election Comrnission in its order dated

17.02.2023 in Dispute Case No. 1, of 2022 has held that

both the parties were aware of the 2018 amendment.

(i) The Respondents themselves in their respective replies

have filed the 2018 amended constitution as Annexure

R-18. Even during the Evidence, the Respondents have

admitted the existence and knowledge of the 2018

constitution, which is evident from the Cross

Examination of Shri. Dilip Lande (Question No. 43 of the

Cross Examination fuld on 07th December 2023).

0) The statement of Yogesh Kadam on08.12.2022 that filing

of the 2018 amended constitution was 'a mistake by the

lawyer', is a complete afterthought. The Respondent Shri

Yogesh Kadam filed his replies to the disqualification

petitions in the month of August 2022. On 25.10.2023,

Shri Yogesh Kadam filed an additional reply containing

,lj t. .
ul:r
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detailed averments pertaining to the 2018 amended

party constitution as well as the 1999 party constitution.

On25.17.2023, Shd Yogesh Kadam filed his evidence by

way of AJfidavit, however, did not state anything

relating to the 2018 amended constitution. The statement

that the Annexure R-18 was a mistake of lawyer made

by Shri Yogesh Kadam on the very next day i.e., on

08.12.2023 #ter the admission of Shri Dilip Lande

regarding the Annexure R-18. The fact that the wihress

made a statement even prior to the commencement of

his Examination-in-Chief makes it amply clear that the

said statement was made by the Respondent after being

tutored by his counsels to overcome the admissions

made by Shri Dilip Lande. Further, Shri Yogesh Kadam

has stated in cross examination in answer to question

No. 5 that he was not aware of the amended constitution

prior to 07.72.2023. If that was the case it was not

possible that his Additional Reply dated 25.10.2023,

submissions were made on the 2018 amended

constitution.

90. Appearing for the Respondents, Ld. Sr. Adv. Mr. Mahesh

Jethmalani submitted at the outset that this preliminary issue

might not have to be considered at all as even otherwise the
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alleged conducts of the Respondents do not attract the

provisiors of the Tenth Schedule (as submitted in response to the

second issue in these disqualification petitions). However, in the

altemative Mr. Jethmalani made the following submissions:

(a) Alleged leadership structure of 2018, as is claimed by the

Petitioner, ca-rmot be relied upon as the same arises out

of a constitution which is not on record of the Election

Commission of India. Further, it is to be also noted that

no organisational elections were held in the year 2018 or

even prior to that. In view thereof, the said purported

leadership structure cannot be relied upon.

(b) The existence and contents of the Letter dated 27n

February 2018, by way of which the alleged leadership

structure was purportedly communicated to the ECI,

was specifically denied by the Respondents. However,

even then the Petitioner did not bring forth the author of

the said letter to prove its existence.

(") It is relevant to note that the organisational structure as

submitted by way of the purported letter dated 27u

February 2018 to the Election Commission of India is in

no manner concurring with the constifution of the Shiv

Sena as provided by the Election Commission to the

Speaker.
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(d) The purported leadership structure reflected in the

alleged letter dated 27th February 2018 as submitted by

the Petitioner included members nominated andf or

appointed by Shri. Uddhav Thackeray to the posts of

Secretary, Samanvayak and Sangathak. Admittedly,

these posts never existed in the Constitution of 1999.

(e) The purported leadership structure reflected in the

alleged letter dated 27tn February 2018 as submitted by

the Petitioner has a total of 33 Deputy Leaders (21 by

way of election and 12 appointed by sole discretion of

Sh. Uddhav Thackeray). However, as per the

Constitution of \999, oriy 21, posts existed for Deputy

Leaders (17 to be elected and 4 to be appointed). Hence

the additional number of positions identified as being

Deputy Leaders being appointed at the sole discretion of

Shri. Uddhav Thackeray does not conform with the

Constitution of 7999.

(0 The leadership structure of the party, reflected in the

alleged letter dated 27rh February 2018 as submitted by

the Petitioner, is inconsistent with the leadership

structure of the party as per the Constitution of1999 and

hence the leadership structure reflected in the alleged

Ietter dated 27n February 2018 cannot be relied on by the
* *
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Petitioner to claim that Shri. Uddhav Thackeray was

enjoying the support of the leadershipf organizational

structure of the political party.

(S) Alleged Meeting of the'National Executive' purportedly

held on 25tr June 2022 is illegal as it is not clear as to

when and by whom this meeting was convened; when

and by whom notice of this meeting was issued; when,

how and to whom the notice of this meeting was served

on the members of Pratindhi Sabha; how many member

of. Pratinidhi Sabha were present, what was the agenda of

this specially convened meeting, etc. Furthermore, the

Marathi version of these documents is a clear give away

in as much as an attempt was made to mix up Pratinidhi

Sabha and Rashtriya Karyakarini as one and the same

body.

(h) It will not be out of place to mention that the reliance on

Section 29A of Representation of Peoples Act, 1951 is

misleading in view of the judgment dated 17n February

2023 passed by the Hon'ble Election Commission of

India in Dispute Case No. 1, of 2022.

(i) The elected representatives from the Shiv Sena, (i.e.,

Members of Legislative Assembly as well as Members of

Parliament) are admittedly part of the leadership

\\
'r\
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structure as per the Shiv Sena Constitution. While there

are serious doubts regarding the leadership structure as

relied upon by the Petitioner, there can be no dispute

insofar as the elected representatives are concerned.

Thus, the only undisputed leadership structure under

the SS Constitution, which can be considered by the

Speaker in the present proceedings is the 'elected

representatives', i.e., Member of Lok Sabha and

Members of Legislative Assembly.

Anqlasis, obseraations, and conclusions on the

pre liminant issue

9L. As stated earlier, the decision onthepreliminary issue has to be

taken after a careful analysis of (i) the constitution of the Shiv

Sena, (ii) the leadership structure of the party and (iii) the

legislature party majority.

92. A6ter having heard both the sides on the above aspect, I now

propose to proceed to record my observations and findings on

the preliminary issue.

93. As is evident from the submissions of the parties, there is no

consensus on the 'constitution submitted to the election

commission of India with consent of both the factions'. Likewise,

the parties have different points of view on the 'leadership
r\\
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structure' which has to be taken into consideration. The only

aspect which is undisputed is the majority in the legislature

party. Hence, to embark upon the findings on the preliminary

issue, I wiII have to decide (i) the relevant constitution which

has to be taken into account and (ii) the leadership strucfure

which existed before the dispute arose. Further, it will also

have to be determined as to "when the rival factions

emerged".

The releoant Partv Constitution considered

94. Petitioner's assertion that the Constitution of the year 2018 is

the relevant constitution which has to be taken into account

for the purpose of determining the preliminary issue, is based

on the submissions that (i) the 2018 constitution has to be

considered as both the parties have relied upon the 20L8

amended constitution and acted thereon, (ii) the Election

Commission in its order dated 17.02.2023 in Dispute Case No.

1 of 2022 has held that, both the parties were aware of the 2018

amendment and thus the said constitution of 201.8 has to be

taken as the constitution which is done with the consent of

both the factions as the said constitution of 2018 was never

disputed prior to the initiation of these disqualification

petitions and the same was never challenged (iii) Respondents

have themselves admitted and relied on the said Constitution

of 2018, and (iv) the statement of Shri. Yogesh Kadam that the
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filing of 2018 Constitution along with Respondents reply was

a mistake done by the lawyers cannot be accepted as the said

statement is an afterthought and done only with an intention

to mitigate the damaging statement made by Shri. Dilip

Lande.

95. To the contrary, Respondents have asserted that the

Constitution of the year 1999 has to be the one which has to be

borne in mind, as according to the Respondents the

Constitution of the year 2018 was never submitted to the ECI.

Respondents pointed out to the Letter dated 04e April 2018,

by way of which the Petitioner base their claim of submission

of the said constitution to the ECI. By pointing out to the

same, Respondents submitted that both the said Letters do not

mention anything about the purported amendment to the

constitution or submission of the same thereof to the ECI and

a similar claim was made with respect to the letter dated

27.02.2018 by Shri. Uddhav Thackeray in the Special Leaae

Petition (C) No. 3997 of 2022, however in the said SLP there was

no mention about the existence of any such letter dated 04s

April 2018. The word 'submitted' appearing in Paragraph 168

of Subhash Desai means submitted before the ECI, as is evident

from the further part of the said paragraph, which the

Petitioner has conveniently ignored. The Respondents have

further submitted that the 2018 Constitution has been wrongly/

;,,)
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annexed as a document. Respondents further submitted that

the stand of the Respondents on the 2018 Constitution has

always been that it is unconstitutional and was secretly

manufactured by Shri Uddhav Thackeray in cahoots with Mr.

AniI Desai. This stand has been specifically taken in the Reply

filed by Shri Eknath Shinde before the Hon'ble Supreme Court

in SLP (C) No. 3997 of 2023 way back on 16.03.2023, i.e., much

before filing of replies before the Speaker in August 2023.

Further, even in the Additional Replies filed on 25.10.2023, n
the present proceedings, the aforesaid position has been

reiterated by the Respondents.

95. After having considered the submissions advanced by both

the parties on the question as to which is the relevant

constitution for the purpose of determination of the

'preliminary issue' lhave come to the following conclusions.

(a) As per the Hon'ble Apex Courta2, if both the factions have

submitted different versions of the constitution of the

party, then in that case what has to be taken into account

is the constitution which was submitted to the ECI with

the consent of both the parties before the rival factions

emerged.

a2S a Dcui Puzg:aph 167& 168
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(b) Before recording further conclusions I find it imperative

to reiterate that, pursuant to the initiation of these

disqualifications the Maharashtra Legislature Secretariat

had, oide Letter dated 07ft June 2023, requested the office

of the Election Commission of India to provide a copy of

the 'Party Constitution/Memorandum/Rules and

Regulatiors (wlrcther known as such or by any other name) of

Shiv Sena Political Party which have been submitted to

the Election Commission of India and stand effective as

on 21.t June 2022.It is also pertinent to mention that in the

said letter it was specifically requested to the Election

Commission of India that copies of all subsequent

amendments, lf any, to the constitution be also provided.

In response to the said Letter, the Election Commission of

India, aide Letter dated 22na June 2023, provided a copy of

the Constitution and Rules of Shiv Sena as available on

the records of the Election Commission of India. Further,

with respect the amendments (if any) to the said

constitution of the party, the Election Comrnission

requested the legislature secretariat to refer the Order

dated 17h February 2023 passed by the ECI in Dispute

Case No. 01of2022.

(c) Having perused the same, it has to be noted that the copy

of the Constitution of the Shiv Sena provided by the ECI

--\*
z
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does not bear any date or year but as per the ECI that

which is provided aide their reply is the only

'Constitution of Shiv Sena' available on the record of the

ECI. Further, with respect to the amendments, if any, to

the said constitutiory the Election Commission oide its

Order dated 17s February 2023has held in Paragraph 132

(IV) (b) lhat " the amended constitution of 2018 is not on the

record of the commission" .

(d) Thus, the Petitioner's submission that the constitution of

the year 2018 has to be taken into account cannot be

accepted as I am bound to follow the directions of the

Hon'ble Apex Court in Subash Desai (Supra) and

accordingly take into account the Constitution what the

Election Commission has provided. In my jurisdiction

under the Tenth Schedule of the Constitution I cannot

delve into any other factors while deciding 'which is the

relevant constitution', as prima facie it is evident from the

record of the ECI that the 1999 constitution is the one

which was submitted to the ECI by the Shiv Sena before

rivai factions emerged.

(") Further, it is also necessary to mention that the

Petitioner's submission that the 'Constitution of the year

2018' was submitted to the ECI by referring to the Letter

dated 04th April 2018 carmot be accepted. A bare perusal
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of the said Letter dated 04th April 201,8,by way of which

the Petitioner base their claim of submission of the said

constitution to the ECI, does not bear any content which

shows that an amended constitution was submitted to the

ECI. The said letter only refers to the elections held and

the results thereof and nothing more. Further, on closer

examination of the Special Leave Petition filed by Mr.

Uddhav Thackeray before the Hon'ble Supreme Court

challenging the ECI decision (SLP (C) No. 3997 of 2022),I

find that exactly same claim has been made about the

Ietter dated 27.02.2018 and there is no mention about this

new letter of 04s April 2018. Admittedly, the said letter of

27 .02.2018 is on the website of the Election Commission of

India. However, there is no document relating to the

constitution annexed to it. Hence, on this ground also

Petitioner's submission that the constitution of the year

2018 has to be taken into account cannot be accepted.

(0 Petitioner's submission that 'submitted' before the

Speaker would mean'annexed' by the Petitioner and the

Respondents in their respective Petitions and Replies

thereto, cannot be accepted as there is a clear provision

under the 1986 rules where the'Leader'has to submit the

party constitution. Rule 3 (1) &) of the 1986 Rules

mandates that the'Leader' shall furnish " a copy of the rules

lz-gpea,(oN
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and regulations, ftnhether knotnn as such or as Constitution or

by any other name) of tlre political party concerned"a3. Further,

Rule 3 (4)e contemplates lhal " wheneoer any change takes

place in the information furnishcd by the leader of the

legislature party under Rule 3 (L) he shall, as soon as may be

thereafter and in any case within thirty days from the date on

which such change has taken place or usithin such further

period as the Speaker may for sufficient cause allows, furnish in

znriting information to the Speaker zaith respect to such

change" . Thus, the 'submission of constitution' before the

Speaker has to mean submission under the said Rule 3 of

1986 Rules. However, till date Shiv Sena has not

submitted any Constitution on the record of the Speaker

under the said Rule 3.

97. In view of the above observations and findings, I need not

further analyse any other submissions in this regard made by

the parties, and I hold that the 'Constitution of Shiv Sena

* ,,'

rovided b the Election Commission of Indi aide Letter

dated 22nd June 2023' , is the relevant Constitution of Shiv Sena

for determination of the preliminary issue as to 'which faction

is the real political parry' . (Constitution of the Shia Sena held so to

r: Rule 3 (1) (b) of The Members of Maharashtra Legislative Assembly (Disqualification on
Ground of Defection) Rules, 1986.
a Rule 3 (4) of The Members of Maharashtra Legislative Assembly (Disqua.lification on
Ground of Defection) Rules, 1986.
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be the relez:ant Constitution is hereinafter referred to as the'SS

Constitution)

98. Ld. Sr. Adv. Mr. Kamat's submission that " the 'leadership

structure' which is releaant for the purpose of deciding the

preliminary issue is the 'leadership structure' tphich is reflected in

the communications dated 27th February 2018 and 04th April 20L8

made to the Election Commission of lndia pursuant to the Elections

held on 23d lanuary 2018" is based on the Petitioner's

submission recorded in Paragraphs 89 (a) to (g) hereinabove.

Initially the Pefitioner relied on the #fidavits submitted to the

ECI, (of the then office bearers of Shiv Sena) produced along

with the Afidaoit in lieu of Examination in Chief, to show that

Shri. Uddhav Thackeray had support of the majority in the

organization. Respondents objected to such production on the

ground that it is not permissible to produce aJfidavits of

others along with Petitioner's own Affidaoit in lieu of Chief

Examination without the authors of the said affidavits

subjecting themselves to cross examinations. In any event,

during arguments, Mr. Kamat did not rely on these affidavits

and limited his submissions to the 2018 leadership structure as

available on the ECI website.
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99. Mr. Jethmatani, in turn focused his submissions to buttress the

ground that the said leadership structure of 2018 cannot be

considered and relied upon for the purpose of determining the

preliminary issue as the said leadership structure is not in

conformity with the Constitution of the Shiv Sena which is on

record of the ECI and thus the same would be contrary to the

findings of the Hon'ble Supreme Court in paragraph 168 of

Subhash Desai. }dr. Jethmalani, further relied on the 'legislative

party' leadership to submit that the 'legislative party' also

forms part of the leadership structure as it is not only

mentioned in the 'SS Constitution', but there is no dispute

regarding the said members being part of the'Pratinidhi Sabha'

under the'SS Constitution'.

100. After having considered the submissions advanced by both

the parties on the question as to which is the reievant

'leadership structure' for the purpose of determination of the

'preliminary issue' I have come to the following conclusions.

(u) The submission of Mr. Kamat that " the jurisdiction under

Tenth Schedule only mandates a prima facie adjudication as to

'uthat the leadership structure of the political party was at the

releaant time' and it does not extend to an inquiry as to

whether or not the leadership structure, aoailable on the record

of the ECI, was pursuant to a aalidly fuld election," is a

correct proposition and hence I concur with the same./r'5r\\
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(b) Petitioner's submission lhat "in these proceedings, the

Respondents cannot challenge the organizational election

results aoailable on the record of the ECI, as the Tenth

Schedule does not permit the raising of any such defense" is a

correct proposition and hence I am in agreement with

the same.

(d) Respondents have led detailed evidence and despite

being confronted during cross examination; they have

been able to demonstrate that no organizational

5s Page 75 of 135
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(c) Respondent's submission that " the said leadership

structure of 2018 cannot be considered and relied upon for the

purpose of determining the preliminary issue as the said

leadership structure is not in conformity with the

Constitution of thc Shio Sena which is on record of the ECl"

does not arise at this juncture and it is a submission

which has to be considered while determining whether

the said leadership structure can be relied upon for the

purpose of determining which faction represents the real

political party, which would be dealt with at the

appropriate juncture. The only question which is to be

determined in the current part of the order is 'what and

who all constituted the leadership structure of Shiv

Sena' at the relevant time.
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elections were held on 23.01.2018. On the confrary, in the

Affidattit in lieu of Examination in Chief of Shri. Sunil

Prabhu (PW-1) has stated that organizational elections

were held on 23.01.2013 and 23.01.2018. However, Shri.

Sunil Prabhu has not claimed any personal knowledge

of the same or whether he was present during the said

elections. During his cross examination, he was

confronted with the letter dated 28.07.2013. Thereafter a

specific question was posed to him by Mr. Jethmalani as

to 'whether he ooted in the said election'. To which he

responded in the affirmative. The contents of the said

letter clearly stated that 'all the candidates were declared

unopposed' . This contradiction was also put to the

witness by Mr. Jethmalani in cross examination.

However, no justification for the same was put forth by

the witness. In view of the above, evidence and records

before me prima facie indicate that no elections were heid

in the year 2013 as well as in the year 2018. However, I,

as the Speaker, exercising jurisdiction under the Tenth

Schedule, has a limited jurisdiction and cannot go

beyond the record of the ECI as available on the website

and hence I have not corsidered this aspect while

determining the'relevant leadership structure'.
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101. Thus, in view of the above conclusions, I find that the

leadership structure of the Shiv Sena reflected in the Letter

dated 27n February 2018 (available on the website of the ECI)

is the relevant leadership structure which has to be taken into

account for the purpose of determining which faction is the

real political party. The question whether 'which faction is the

real party' is discernible from this '2018 leadership structure' is

discussed in Paragraphs 112 to 13L (infta) of the present order.

(the leadership structure so determined as the releztant leadership

structure for the purposes of these disqualifcation petitions are

hereinafter referred to as the'2018 Leadership Structure'.)

When did tlrc riaal factiorts emerge?

L02. Since, in these proceedings both the factions are claiming to be

the 'real political party' ritsal ,factions haoe emerged in the Shiv

Senaas. In view of the fact that rival factions have emerged,

and both the factions are claiming to be the 'real political

party' it is imperative to prima facie determine when did the

rival factions emerge. Thus, it is necessary to determine the

relevant day on which rival factions emerged before further

venturing into 'which of the faction was the real political party

rnhen rioal factions emerged' .

7r-
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103. At the outset, I must set straight the point that the

determination of the Speaker, exercising jurisdiction under the

Tenth Schedule while deciding (who the real political party is),

mandates only a preliminary inquiry which has to be done

prima facie by taking into account materials officially before the

Speaker as the Master of the Legislative Assembly. I shall

consider the facts, relevant for this determination on what is

before me as the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly.

1M. As noted by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Subash Desai

(Supra)a6 on 21't J,ane 2022 there was no material available

before the then Deputy Speaker to infer the emergence of any

rival factions. However, alter taking on record the Resolution

dated 21s June 2022 passed by the SSLP (disputed by the

Respondents), the very next day the then Deputy Speaker

received a Resolution (disputedby the Petitioner) dated 21* June

2022 (receioed by the then deputy speaker on 22"d June 2022)

contrary to the Resolution dated 21.t June 2022. Thus, from

this fact alone, it is evident that there emerged two factions of

Shiv Sena from 21* lune 2022 itself but the same came to be

officially on record of the office of the Speaker and/or the

Legislature Secretariat on 22"d June 2022.

{ Paragaphs 119 , 122 A I 23 of Subash Desai
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105. Thus, in view of the facts recorded in the preceding

paragraphs, and keeping in view the principles enumerated

by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Subash Desai (Supra) (as

recorded in Paragraph 84 hereinaboae), I have come to the

conclusion that the emergence of two factions of the Shiv Sena

can be inferred from 21* ]une 2022ilself , and the same came to

t"// Page 79 of7j5
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L05. At this juncture, it is imperative to refer to Paragraph 119 of

Subash Desai (Supra) where the Hon'ble Apex Court, while

discussing the legality of the recognition of 'Leader' and the

'Whip' of Shiv Sena accorded by the Letter dated g3'a 
Jul1z

2022, held that the Speaker ought to have taken into

consideration the 'split' that took place within the Shiv Sena

which were discernible from two sets of resolutions,

appointing two different 'leaders' and 'whips' placed on

record by the Shiv Sena before the Legislature Secretariat. This

paragraph (119) read with the Hon'ble Apex Court's findings

recorded by the Hon'ble Apex Court in paragraph L57 of

Subash Desai (Supra), makes it clear that the law laid down by

the Hon'ble Supreme Court is that'in view of the deletion of

'Paragraph 03 of the Tenth Schedule', when rival factions

emerge as a result of rift/split in a party, the Speaker has to

necessarily find which faction is the real political party while

recognising'leader' and the'whip' of the party.
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be a matter of official record of the office of the Speaker

andf or the Legislature Secretariat o1122"aJ:u:rre 2022.

Conclusions and findinss on'Real Political Partu'

107. Having decided the (i) relevant constitution of Shiv Sena, (ii)

Leadership Structure, and (iii) the relevant point for the

purpose of determining the preliminary issue,I have made the

following analysis, observation, and determinations on the

preliminary issue of 'which faction was the real political party

when two factions emerged'. For the purpose of analysing,

discussing, and determining this issue, the faction of the

Petitioner is hereinafter referred to as the "UBT faction" and

likewise the Respondents' faction is referred to as the "shinde

faction".

108. It is to be noted that the 'UBT faction' have not based their

claim of 'real political party' on the'SS Constitution', i.e., the

'UBT faction have not pleaded that they are the faction who

have foliowed the SS Constilution, and that the other faction

have violated the aims and objectiaes of SS Constitution.

However, the 'Shinde faction' have pleaded that the 'UBT

faction' by entering into a post-poll alliance with Political

ll -o \
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Parties who are ideologically opposed to the Shiv Sena, have

vioiated the aims and objectioes of the'SS Constitution'.

109. 'Shinde faction' has led detailed evidence to demonstrate how

Shri Eknath Shinde and other Respondents have always

followed the party objectives and the principles on which the

Shiv Sena Party was founded by Late Shri. Balasaheb Thnckeray.

\A/hile the Petitioner has not controverted the same, the'UBT

faction' has met with the said submission of the Shinde faction

by arguing that 'if the said argument is accepted then, the

legislators of a political party which enters into a post-poll alliance

are not gooerned by the decisions of the political party; it will further
haoe to be held then the Tenth Schedule is inapplicable to such

legislators of a post-poll alliance; the said interpretation militates

completely against the letter and spirit of the Tenth Schedule;

legislators, utilly-nilly haae to accept the decision of the political

party in the matter of post-poll alliances and a ground that there was

a pre-poll allianu and some of the legislators Toant to align znith tfu
pre-poll alliance contrary to the wishes of the political party is not

aaailable under the Tenth Schedule of tfu Constitution"aT

I/"ffi.
,ti

110. While there is uncontroverted evidence in support of 'shinde

faction' adhering to the'aims and objectioes of the Shio Senn'

party as per the SS constitution, I am afraid that the scope of

my enquiry to look into the party constitution, does not permit

a7 Patagaph 12 of KarrvCs rejoioder submissions
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me to look beyond what has been directed by the Hon'ble

Supreme Court in Subash Desai (Supra). The context in which

the Hon'ble Supreme Court has made these observations, in

Subash Desai (Supra), that the Constitution of the Shiv Sena

shall be considered while adjudicating the preliminary issue of

'real political party' needs to be considered. A careful reading

of the observations at paragraph 168 of the judgment in Subash

Desai (Supra) makes it clear that the Constitution of the party

will only have to be looked into for the purpose of identifying

the leadership structure of the party and nothing more.

Further, it has to be borne in mind that this is a limited inquiry

and not an enquiry under Paragraph 15 of the Symbols Order.

L11. Thus, in view of the said fact and law, I find that in the facts of

present cases, there need not be any determination on

'whether any of the faction have gone against the'aims and

objectiaes'of the Constiiution of the Shiv Sena. This cannot be

the reason why the Shiv Sena Constitution assumes

significance for the purpose of determining the preliminary

issue, The reason why Shiv Sena Constitution assumes

significance, is to analyse 'whether the question of 'which

faction is the real political party' is discernible from the

leadership structure identifiable from the said 'SS

Constitution.
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Leadership structure as a uiterion to determine who was the real

pelitical partu.

112. As I have already held which is the relevant constitution and

the leadership structure of the Shiv Sena, to be taken into

account for deciding the preliminary issue, I now have to see

whether the relevant leadership strucfure read with the SS

Constitution provides answer to the question 'which faction is

the real political party' and consequently determine the same.

113.'UBT faction' made the following submissions in support of

their contention that, as per the 2018 leadership structure'UBT

faction' have to be held as the real political party:

(u) The Shiv Sena Party Constitution, whether it is the 1999

version, or the 2018 version, recognizes the Party

President as the main figure in the leadership structure

of the Party. The Party President is assisted by the Shiv

Sena Leaders, who comprise the Rashtriya Karyakarini.a8

(b) For the purposes of 'prima facie determination', it is

submitted that the Shiv Sena political party at the

relevant time in June-]uly 2022 was headed by Shri

Uddhav Thackeray, the Party President. Given the role

ascribed to the party president under the 1999 and the

4 Paragraph 75 of Karnat's Submissioo
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2018 Party Constitutions, it is the Party President who

represented the will of the political party for the

purposes of these proceedings.ae

(.) Even in the Rashtriya Karyakarini, the next most

significant body in the organizaLional structure after the

Party President, Shri Uddhav Thackeray enjoyed

overwhelming majority and support at the relevant

time, i.e., in June-July 2022.50

(d) The overwhelming support enjoyed by Sh. Uddhav

Thackeray amongst the members of the Rashtriya

Karyakarini is evident from, (i) the #fidavits dated

25.06.2022 executed by 9 out of 13 members of the

Rashtriya Karyakarini in favour of Sh. Uddhav

Thackera/, and (ii) the complete lack of any affidavits of

support by members of the Rashtriya Karyakarini in

favour of Sh. Eknath Shinde.sl

(") Subhash Desai (Supra) when it makes a reference to the

parry constitution (para 1-68 @Page 120, CCI), the same is

for the purpose of identifying the structure of leadership

of the parry. The Constitution by itself does not and

cannot identify the leaders who are holding the

aeParagrapb 77 of Kamat's Submission
50 Paragraph 79 of Kamat's Submission
sr Paragraph 80 of Kamats' Submission
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positions in that leadership structure at a particular

point in time. Therefore, even if it is to be assumed that

the Constitution of 2018 was not taken on record by the

ECI, that by itself cannot nullify the leadership structure

of Shiv Sena Political Party in 2018 that is available in

the public domain.s2

(0 Orgarizational structure of the Shivsena Political Party,

whether under the 1999 constitution, or under the 2018

constifution, is the same, i.e., it comprises of the Party

President, Rashtriya Karyakarini and the Pratinidhi Sabha.

O.ty the vernacular nomenclature given to the post of

Party President is different, i.e ., Shivsena Pramukh

(1999) or Shivsena Paksha Pramukh (2013 and 2018).sa

(g) Leadership bodies namely the Rashtriya Karyakarini and

the Pratinidhi Sabha exist in both the 1999 Constitution

and the 2018 Constitution. As per Article XI (A) of both

the Constitutions, the President of the Shiv Sena Political

Party is elected by members of the Pratinidhi Sabha. The

changes in the 2018 Constitution relate only to the

strength and manner of selection to such posts.

Therefore, even going by the 1999 Constitution, if the

5p
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52 Parzgaph 114 of Kamat's Submission
53 Paragraph 115 of Kamat's Submission

* *
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Rashtriya lGryakarini leadership is seen, the Petitioner

enjoys a clear majority.sa

(h) Even if it is to be assumed that the 2018 amendment is

not to be taken into consideratiory the post of the Party

President is a statutory requirement under Section 29 of

the Representation of the People Act, L95L and exists in

both the 1999 constitution and 2018 constitution of

Shivsena. A bare perusal of Article X (1) would show

that the manner of selection of the President in both the

1999 constitution and the 2018 constitution is same and

merely the nomenclature is changed.s5Therefore, the

nomenclature whether the President is to be addressed

as Pramukh or Paksha Pramukh is completely

irrelevant. The fact that the post of President exists and

the terms 'Pramukh' and 'Paksh Pramukh' are merely

the titles assigned to the post of the President and the

nature of duties and responsibilities are same in both the

constitutions is by itself sufficient enough to show that

Shri Uddhav Thackeray was the head of the party.s6

(i) Whilst the Petitioner has clearly established the

leadership structure of the Shivsena Political Party which

existed prior to the arising of the present dispute, the
9QE

aker t
sa Paragraph 118 of Kamat's Submission
55 Pa-ragraph 120 of Kamat's Subm-ission
56 Paragraph 121 of Ka:lr,at's submission
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Respondents have not even attempted to demonstrate

any altemative leadership structure which existed in

terms of Section29 A of the R.P Act.s7

0) Section 29A (4) mandates that every application made

for registration should specify inter-alia, the name of its

President, Secretary, Treasurers, and other office bearers.

(k) The political parfy is identified, and the actions of its

office bearers/leadership structure is taken as the

decision of as 'A' political party or 'B' political party.

The decisions of a political party are synonymous with

the decisions of leadership structure of the political

party as communicated to the ECI.sa

114. Per contra 'Shinde faction' have submjtted that the leadership

structure of 2018 cannot be taken into account for determining

the preliminary issue as the same is not in conformity with the

Constitution of the Shiv Sena and thus cannot be the basis for

deciding the 'real political party'. To elucidate the same,

'Shinde faction' made the following submissions:

(a) 2018 organizational/leadership structure includes

members nominated/appointed by Shri. Uddhav

Thackeray to the posts of Secretary, Samanvayak and

s'- Paragraph 131 of Karnat's Submissioo
58 Paragtaph 51 of Kama-r's Submission

\*\
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Sangathak and these posts do not find place in the

Constitution.5e

(b) Letter dated 27.02.2018, reflects that a total of 33 Deputy

Leaders were appointed (21 by way of election and 12

appointed by the sole discretion of Shri. Uddhaa Thackeray).

However, as per the Constitution only 21 posts existed

for Deputy Leaderc (L7 to be elected and 4 to be appointed).

Hence the additional number of positions identified as

elected andf or (appointed at the sole discretion of Sh.

Uddhav Thackeray) does not conform with the

Constitution.60

(.) 2018 orgaruzational/leadership structure diverges from

the leadership structure of the parry as per the

Constitution and hence the said leadership structure

cannot be relied on to claim that the 'UBT faction'

enjoyed the support of the organizational/leadership

structure of the party.61

(d) Table at paragraphllT of the Written Submissions of the

Respondents show how the 2018 organizational andf or

se Paragraph 112 of Respondents' Written Submissions.
60 Paragraph 113 of Respondents' Wrinen Submissions.
61 Paragaph 1 15 of Respondents' Wrinen Submissions.
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leadership structure is not in conformity with the

Constitution.rz

115. In view of the above recorded submissions of the parties, there

emerges two further questions, (i) whether 2018 leadership

structure is in conformity with the Constitution of the Shiv

Sena, and (ii) whether 'will of the Pakslapramukh and/ or

'majority' leaders' in the 2018 leadership structure could be

said to be synonymous with the'will of the political partlt' .

IMether 2018 lead.ership structure is in conformity with the

constitution of tlrc Shio Sena?

115. As there are contrasting submissions on this question it is

necessary to peruse the 'SS Constitution' and the '2018

Leadership Structure' and then record a finding as to whether

the 2018 Leadership structure is in conformity with the

Constitution of the Shiv Sena. Thus, I have taken a

comparative look at the'2018 leadership structure' and the'SS

Constitution' and have arrived at the following observafions

and conclusions.

(u) 2018 Leadership Structure mentions "Shiv Sena

Pakshapramukh (president)" as the highest office of the

SSPP. However, in the 'SS Constitution, the highest

office of the SSPP ]s " Shio Sena Pramukh" but the said

62 Patagtaph 1 1 7 of Respoodents' !0rineo Submissions.
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constitution distinguishes highest office and the highest

authority and provides that the 'Rashtriya Karyakarini' is

the highest authority whose decisions shall be final.

@) 'SS Constitution' provides that the members of the

Rashtiya Karyakarini shall be called as Shiv Sena Leaders

and provides for a total number 19 members, out of

which L4 are to be elected by the 'Pratinidhi Sabha' and

the rest of the 5 members are to be appointed by 'Shiv

Sena Pramukh'. However, the 2018 Leadership Structure

envisages only 13 members in the'Rashtriya Karyakaini' ,

out of which 9 are to be elected and the remaining 4 are

to be appointed.

(c) 'SS Constitution provides for a total number 21 deputy

leaders, out of which 17 are to be elected by the

'Pratinidhi Sabha' and the rest of the 4 members are to be

appointed by'Shiv Sena Pramukh'. However, the 2018

Leadership Structure envisages 33 deputy leaders, out of

which 2L are to be elected and the remaining 12 are to be

appointed.

(d) 2018 Leadership structure provides for three categories

of office bearers, ais-i-t-tis Secretary, Samarutayak and

Sanghatak. However, the Constitution of the Shiv Sena

provides for three categories office bearers ais-i-ois
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President, Sarchitnis (General Secretary), Kosh"adhyaksha

(treasurer).

117. From the observations recorded in the preceding paragaph, it
is evident that the 2018 Leadership structure is not at all in

conformity with the Constitution of the Shiv Sena. In view of

this finding alone, it could very well be concluded that the

2018 Leadership Structure, which is not in conformity with the

Constitution of the Shiv Sena, cannot be taken as the yardstick

to determine 'which faction was the real political party at the

relevant point of time'. In view of the same, I have come to the

conclusion that the '2018 leadership structure' read with the

'SS Constitution' does not provide a reliable outcome and/or

answer to the question'which faction is the real political party'

and hence cannot be relied upon to determine the said

preliminary issue.

118. Nevertheless, I am inclined to look into the second questiory

recorded in Paragraph 115 hereinabove, (i.e., whether 'will of

the Pakshapramukh and/or 'majority' leaders' in the 2018

Ieadership structure could be said to be synonymous with the

wtLl o tlrc litical ), so as to not ieave any stone unturned

in arriving at a decision.

submission made by the 'UBT faction' that the '2018*
\7

/ c//
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Leadership Structure' has to be taken ex-facie and the

determination of 'which faction was the real political party'

has to be solely based on the said leadership structure without

a comparison of the said structure with the leadership

structure provided for in the Constitution of the Shiv Sena.

The said proposition would run counter to the principles laid

down by the Hon'ble Apex Court in Subash Desai (Supra)

where it was specifically provided that the leadership

structure, which has to be taken into consideration while

determining the real political party, has to be identifiable by

the relevant constitution.63 Thus, althougtu in the light of my

findings on the preceding question, this aspect need not be

looked into. However, I intend to iook into the said aspect any

which way considering the gravity and importance of the

dispute. Hence, following are my observations, findings, and

conclusion on the said aspect.

IMethcr dccision of the 'Pakshapramukh' is synonymous with the

'will of the politiul party'

120.'UBT faction' has submitted that the decision of the

'Pakshapramukh' is synonymous with the'will of the political party'

and thus if there is a rift in the leadership structure the

decision of the 'Pakshapramukh' constitutes the 'will of the

political party' .This proposition is devoid of merit, and I do not

63 Paragraph 167 & 168 ofthe CBJ
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find any substance to allow the same. The reasons for the

same are recorded hereinbelow:

(a) This proposition, perhaps, would have been a valid

point if the party president was the'sole repository' of

'decision making' with respect to the policy and

administration of the party. For analysing the said

submission, a perusal of the'SS Constitution' was made.

The 'SS Constitution provides that " Rashtriya

Karyakarini shall be the highest authority of the party, and its

decisions in all matters concerning the party policy and party

administration shall be final". k is to be noted that the

Pakshapramukh is only a presiding member of the said

highest authority in the party and, in no way, is the'sole

repository' of 'decision making' in the party. Thus, in

view of the same, the submission that the decision

andf or the 'will of the Pakshapramukh is synonymous

with the will of the political party cannot be accepted.

(b) It would also be appropriate to note that the 'SS

Constitution' does not even have a post called

Pakshapramukh. Flowever, it was argued by the 'UBT

faction that the nomenclature differences in the '2018

Leadership Structure' and the SS Constitution is not a

relevant factor for the purpose of deciding the

preliminary issue. Even though, I have held in
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Paragraph 117 that "2018 Leadership structure is not at

all in conformity with the SS Constitution", I shall

consider this submission.

The Constitution of the Shiv Sena provides for Shiv Sena

Pramukh. The submission of the Petitioner that the Slzla

Sena Pramukh mentioned in the SS Constitution is the

same post of Shio Sena Pakshnpramukh termed in the 2018

leadership structure. By relying on the powers of Shit:

Sena Pramukh it was argued by the 'UBT faction' that he

is the authority under the party constitution vested with

the power to remove any members of the party. Thus, it

was further argued that an authority who is vested with

such a power of removal reflects the will of the political

party with respect to removal of members for anti-party

activities. However, a complete reading of the said

provision in the party constitution reveals that the said

submission is factually wrong. The said provisiory in

relation to the 'powers of the Shia Sena Pramukh' clearly

provides that such a power is not absolute, and it has to

be exercised in consultation with the Rashtriya

Karyakarini. Further, it has to be noted that, such a power

is only available to the Shio Sena Pramukh for the

purpose of removal of members mentioned in Article

VIII (Schedule B) of the said constitution. The said
*

t
\
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(d)

schedule does not deal with 'leaders' of the party.

Leaders of the party is given under'(Schedule A)' of the

said Article. Thus, the Shio Sena Pramukh does not have

any power to remove any leaders of the party. Thus, the

submission of the Petitioner that Shri Uddhav Thackeray

oide letter dated 30.6.2022 had removed Shri Eknath

Shinde from the post of Shiv Sena Leader cannot be

accepted as such powers are not vested with the party

president. Hence, on this ground also, the submission

that the decision and/ or the 'will of lhe Pakshapramukh is

synonymous with the will of the political party cannot

be accepted.

If this proposition is accepted then in a situation where

the 'Party President', who is also a legislator, itself

defects then he could simply escape the wrath of the

Tenth Schedule by pleading that'his decision is the will

of the party'. Further, if this proposition is to be accepted

it would mean that no member can ever voice concerns

against the 'Party President' and the party president

might, possibly, be able to seek disqualification agairut

any member who questions his credibility. This would

run contrary to the concept of intra-party dissent.In view

of the clear and unequivocal findings of the Hon'ble

Supreme Court at Para 183 to 190 of Subhash Desai, I wlll
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be falling foul of the Judgment of the Hon'ble Supreme

Court in Kihoto Hollohan, wherein tfu constitutional ztalidity

of the Tenth Schedule raas itself upheld on the ground that it

is not an anti-dissent law, rt this proposition is accepted.

121. I shall now proceed to consider whether the will of the

majority leaders in the '2018 leadership structure' is

synonymous with the'will of the political party'. An altemate

submission was made that even i the Pakshapramukh is not

accepted as the repository of the 'will of the political party'

'the decision of the leadership structure has to be construed as

synonymous with tlrc 'will of the political party'. This proposition

is also devoid of merit, and I do not find any substance in it

for the following reasons:

(a) In a circumstance where there is no dispute amongst the

leaders, identifiable by the constitution of a political

partf , this proposition would have held water.

However, the facfual matrix of the present matter is

different. This is a matter where there is a dispute within

the leadership structure itsel{. It is to be noted that in the

present matter rival factions have emerged in the

legislature party, political party and thus inevitablyZEgeat,";1
//*,---..*\\
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amongst leaders of the party as well. Thus, it would not

be wise to apply this proposition in the present matter.

The existence of split/rift in the Ieadership structure is

admitted by the Petitioner and/or the 'UBT faction' as

can be inJerred from the Petitioner's Affidaait in lieu of

Examination in Chief of PW-1 (Petitioner himselfl that the

leader of the 'UBT faction' did not have the support of

all the members of the 2018 leadership structure when

the rival factions emerged.

Thus, the submission il:.at 'the decision of the leadership

structure hns to be construed as synonymous with the 'will of

the political party' could have, perhaps, be applied in a

sifuation where there is a dispute between some

members of the party and the (49!eq leadership. In

such a case the leadership of the party could have,

possibly, taken the stand that their decision would have

to be taken as the 'decision and will of the political

party' until they are so removed from the leadership

structure by a mechanism recognised by the constilution

of the said political party. However, as I have noted

earlier, in the present matter rival claims have emerged

within the leadership structure about the leadership

itself. In such a situation one leader's contention that his

o
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will is the 'will of the political party' would be a

contradiction in terms.

(b) Thus, when there is a vertical rift in the party and two

factions (within the said leadership structure), emerge as a

result of the said rift, leaders of either faction (both Shn.

Uddhao Thackeray and Shi. Eknath Shinde) could equally

claim to represent the will of the political party. In that

case it would not be appropriate to take their decisions

as lhe " decision that carries the will and wish of the political

party" when the question of 'which faction is the

political party' is being considered.

123. For the purpose of answering this question one must Iook into

the constitution of the political party. In an event where the

party constitution provides for a mechanism to resolve a

conflict of decision within the leadership structure then in that

case it would have been a gurding factor. However, if the

party constitution does not provide for such a mechanism,
E
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722. Therc, possibly, lies one more aspect that could be considered.

"Does the stand/decision of the majority number of leaders

(tnithin the leadership structure identifiable and appointed according

to the constitution of the political party) could be construed as the

'will and desire' of the political party, in the event there is a

dispute within the leadership structure".
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then in that case it would not be appropriate to say that the

decision of the majority leaders would have to be accepted as

the one which conveys the'will of the political parfy'.

124. This aspect need not be further considered in view of the fact

that in any case, 'UBT faction' has not placed any material on

record to even suggest that any meeting of the 'Rashtriya

Karyakarini' was called for where any decision in relation to

the 'real political party' was resolved so as to identify the

'leader' andf or the whip who carried the 'will of the political

party'. Thus, in the absence of any such material, indicating

any 'majoritv decision' of the rashtriya karyakarini in relation to

the 'real political party' identifying the 'leader' and/or the

whip who carried the 'will of the political party' , would be an

impossible ask. Any conclusions reached would be without

basis in law and evidence of fact. The submission that the

'UBT faction shall be taken as the real political party' is

entirely based on a conjecture that'if there were a decision taken

in relation to the political party by the Rashtriya Karyakarini', then

UBT faction wouldhaae had the majority' .

125. At this juncture, the Petitioner's claim about a meeting

purportedly held on 25th June 2022 has to be dealt with. It is

the Petitioner's case that a Rashtriya Karyakarinl meeting was

held on 25th June 2022 and certain resolutions were passed. In

support of this case Petitioner had produced certaint\\
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resolutions of 25th June 2022. Those documents are disputed

by the Respondents. Mr. Jethmalani, learned Counsel for

Respondents, objected to the said documents being considered

on the ground that they were forged and fabricated and

demonstrated this before me by showing two separate

documents, one annexed6a by the Petitioner Shri Sunil Prabhu

to his Affidaait in lieu of Examination in Chief and the other set

of the same documents which are annexed to the Supreme

Court Convenience Compilation Volume-Ilos. In the first set of

documents, annexed to the Affidaait in lieu of Examination in

Chief, termed as Minutes of the meeting of Rashtriya

Karyakarini are purportedly 7 resolutions passed in the said

meeting. In none of the resolutions, there is any signature of

any person whose names are shown on the said document.

Ooly on Page 105 (of Shri Sunil Prabhu's Affidaait In lieu of

Examination in Chiefl there is a sole signature of Shri Vinayak

Raut (who is shown as Shirs Sena Secretary). The perusal of the

said document shows that the meeting was termed as

" Rashtriya Karyakarini" .In the second set of documents, which

are annexed to the Supreme Court Convenience Compilation

Volume-Il, the resolutions are shown on different pages, and

they are not part of any minutes which was annexed to the

Afidaait ln lieu of Examination in Chief of Shri Sunil Prabhu.

These resolutions are shown on the letterhead of Shiv Sena

s Page No. 101 of the Peatoner's,4fidauit in let oJExanination in ChieJ
6s Page No. 247 of $e SC Compilation Volume-Il
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"Rashtriya Karyakarini BaitLnk (Pratinidhi Sabha). Petitioner

relied on these documents to show that seven resolutions have

been passed but in none of the documents there is even a

single signature save and except for signatures of two persons.

The names mentioned as Proposer and Seconders are not even

members of Rashtiya Karyakarini, like Shri Rahul Shewale,

who is not a member of Rashtiya lGryakarini, who has stepped

in as a witness and Ied evidence that there was no such

meefing. The same is the case with Shri Vinayak Raut and Shri

Arvind Sawant. They are also not members of the said

Rashtriya Karyakarini. The petitioner had claimed that the said

meeting was held on 25.6.2022 at Sena Bhavan whereas, Shri

Uddhav Thackeray claimed that the said meeting was held

through video conference. This has been stated by Uddhav

Thackeray in his Submissions before the Election Commission

filed on 9.1.2023. This itself casts doubt on the authenticity of

the documents and holding of any such meeting of either

Rashtiya lQryakarini or Pratinidhi Sabhn.T\e Petitioner himself

is not sure whether lt was Rashtriya Karyakarini or Pratinidhi

Sabha.Thss, in view of the above the said document cannot be

permitted to be relied on.

126. Petitioner suggested that a look into how the Shiv Sena settled

conIlict of decisions within the leadership shucture in the past

might shed some light into this. Ilowever, in the present
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matter, no such materials are placed before me, to even

suggest such instances which happened in the past, where the

majority decision within the leadership structure is taken as

the'will of the politicalparty'.It is to be also noted that the

Petitioner has neither pleaded nor provided any material to

show that historically the decision of the majority within the

leadership structure is taken to be the final decision of the

political party whenever there was a conflict of decisions

within the leadership structure. Thus, for this reason also, it
would not be appropriate and correct to accept the

proposition that the "decision of the majority leaders within

the leadership structure would have to be accepted as the one

which conveys the will of the politicalparty".

727. As a passing note, I must also add that the majority rule,

possibly, could have been applied in a normal situation where

there is 'dissent' in respect of some policy and/ or

administrative decisiors of the party, however such a simple

rule/test shall not be applied to determine an existential

question in relation to the Political Party, such as in the

present matter where'which faction is the real political party'

is required to be determined.

128. Thus, in view of the discussions recorded hereinabove, I am

not inclined to accept the submission of the 'UBT faction that

Page 702 of 7j5
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"u:ill of thc'majoity' leaders in the 2018 leadership structure is

synonymous with thc will of the political party".

129. Thus, from Paragraphs 112 to 128, I have dealt with whether

the relevant leadership structure read with the 'SS

Constitution' provides answer to the question'which faction

is the real political party'. In view of the same I record my

conclusions and findings thereon as under:

(r) 2018 Leadership structure is not at all in conJormity with

the Constitution of the Shiv Sena and thus does not

provide a reliable outcome and / or answer to the

question 'ushich faction is the real political party' and hence

cannot be relied upon to determine lhe preliminary issue.

&) Decision of lhe'Pakslnpramukh' is not synonymous with

the'will of the political party' and thus if there is a rift in

the leadership structure the decision of the

'Pakshnpramukh' canrrol be taken as the 'will of the

political party'.

(c) When there is a vertical rift in the horizontal leadership

hierarchy of the political party and both the factions

within the said leadership structure, emerged as a result,

claim to represent the will of the political party, it would

not be appropriate to apply the test of which of the saidA
//-*z:::-r*lq# Page 103 of 135



faction's " decision caties the will and wish of the political

party".

(d) In the case of Shiv Sena Political Party "will of the

'majority' Ieaders in the 2018 leadership structure"

cannot be said to be slmonymous with the will of the

political party.

130. In view of the finding recorded in the preceding paragraph, I

hold that the 2018 leadership structure read with the 'SS

Constitution' DOES NOT provide any reliable answer to the

question 'which faction is the real political party' and

consequently the '2018 leadership structure' cannot be the

yardstick to determine which faction is the real political party.

131. After having come to the conclusion that neither the (i) test o.f

constitution nor the (ii) the 2018 leadership structure can be made

ardsticks to determine which faction is the real oolitical aarfu. Iv

have to now proceed to determine 'whether legislative

majority can provide answer to the question'which faction is

the real political party' and consequently determine which

faction is the real political party accordingly'.

Le gislatia e m aj ority c onsider e d.

132. As recorded earlier in Paragraphs 84 hereiru the Hon'bte

Supreme Court in Subash Desai (Supra), has held that the
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question of 'who the real political party is', has to be

considered and determined after giving due weightage to (i)

the'SS Constitution' (ii) the leadership structure of the party

and (iii) legislative majority, if two or factions claim to be the

real party. Having arrived at the conclusion that '2018

leadership structure read with the relevant Constitution of the

Shiv Sena DOES NOT provide a reliable outcome to settle the

issue of 'which faction is the real political puty',I now turn to

the test or mechanism that exists based on lhe legislatioe

majority. It is a well settled position of law that where tlrc

question arises as to ushich group is the party, strength of each group

becomes an important and releoant factor66.lt is obvious why the

legislative majority becomes a relevant criterion to be taken

into account to decide which faction is the real political party.

133. For the purpose of determining which faction enjoyed the

legislative majority, and in considering that the present

preliminary issue has to be determined prima-facie, I have to

only look into whether'majority' in the legislature party can

be discemed or inferred from the office records of the

Legislafure Secretariat. No other documents can be taken into

account at this point in time, and I have to only consider

documents or materials which were on record of the

Legislature Secretariat which were put up before the Speaker

66 Saqiq A-li & Aru Vs. Election Commissioo of Iodia (1972) 4 SCC 664
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recognising the 'whip and the 'leader', since the entire

objective of determining 'which faction is the real political

party' is to determine who was the duly authorised whip

and/ or leader of the legislature party who carried the will of

the political party.

134. Further, it is to be also borne in mind that the 'legislative

majority, relevant for the purpose of determining the

preliminary issue is the legislative majority which existed af fhe

relet:ant point in time when ioal factions emerged. Thus, the

legislative majority which existed, andf or which is discemible

from (21't June2022) and (22"aJune2022) has to be seen.

135. In line with the analysis recorded in the earlier, it is noted that

there exist only three documents on the record of the

legislature secretariat, i.e., (i) 'UBT faction' Resolution dated

21..t June 2022, (ii)'Shinde faction' Resolution dated 21* June

2022 (receioed by tlrc legislature secretariat on 22"d lune 2022) and

(iii) 'Shinde faction' Resolution dated 23.d June 2022 which

could shed light on the 'legislative majority' which existed on

the relevant point in time.

135. These Resolutions were passed by both 'UBT faction' and the

'Shinde faction' respectively, whereby the status of the 'leader'

and the'whip' were sought to be changed. \A/hile each faction

has taken its separate resolutions, the support garnered for the

(eg ,s\?\G
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said resolutions, would indicate the respective strength of

each faction. Thus, the Resolution with the larger numerical

strength would indicate that the Resolution was backed by the

legislative majority, which in tum could be a determinative

factor in deciding'which faction was the political party at the

relevant point of time'. Consequently, the preliminary issue can

be answered accordingly. It is made clear that, these

resolutions are only considered (at this juncture) to see the

numerical slrength and I am in no way dealing with other

issues which arise out of the said document as raised by the

parties.

'UBT faction' Resolution dated 21st lune 2022e2

137. The Resolution dated 21* June 2022, passed by the 'UBT

faction', merely states that a meeting of the SSLP was held on

21* June 2022 and in the said meeting certain resolutions were

passed. The said document shows Shri. Ravindra Waikar as

the'proposer' and (i) Shri. Uday Samant, (ii) Shd Dada Bhuse

and Shri. Sanjay Rathod as the seconders of the said

Resolution.

138. Thus, it is not clear as to how many legislators supported the

said resolution on the said meeting. Petitioner relied upon the

'Attendance Sheet' of *" 21st or June 2022 to claim that all those

67 Annexute-P3 (@Page 16) of the Disquali6catioo Petitioas No. 01 to 16
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MLAs who have signed the said attendance sheet had

supported the said resolution. Thus, based on the

aforementioned document, 'UBT faction' claimed the support

of 24 MLAs of Shiv Sena. However, out of these 24 MLAs, four

MLAs, namely Shri Yogesh Kadam, Shri Uday Samant, Shri.

Deepak Kesarkar and Shri Dilip Lande have, in their

Examination in Chief, denied their signatures on the said

attendance sheet and further stated that no resolutions were

passed on 21't June 2022. Further, a comparison of the Original

of the said Attendance Sheet, produced along with the Affidaait in

lieu of Examination in Chief, and a copy of the attendance sheet,

produced and aerified as a true copy alongwith tlrc petition, reveals

that they do not match and there are glaring discrepancies.

139. The copy claimed to be the original of the said attendance

sheet has a handwritten date of '2L,t June 2022' whereas the

copy, verified as the true copy of the original, produced along

with the Petition does not have the date. Further, it is to be

also noted that Shri. Sunil Prabhu in his cross examinations

stated that the 'document relied as the 'attendance sheet

reflecting the support to the 'UBT Resolution dated 21't June

2022' is in fact a register of MLAs to whom the \A/hip sf /!st ot

June 2022 was served and received68.

68 Ansrver to Question No. 86, given b.v the Pedtioner Shd. Sunil Prabhu ("rJf-l).
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140. So, a conjoint reading of the facts that (i) some of the MLAs,

who purportedly signed the said resolution, denied their

signatures, (ii) there are glaring discrepancies in the said

resolution and (iii) the statement of Shri. Sunil Prabhu that

document relied as the 'Attendance sheet of MLAs present

when UBT Resolution dated 21* June 2022 was passed' is in

fact a register of MLAs to whom the \l/hip of the 21* or ]une

2022 was served and received, makes the said document

unreliable for determining the strength of 'UBT faction' at the

relevant point of time.
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141. However, at this juncture, since the resolutions are looked into

only for the purpose of determining the numerical strength of

support each faclion had on 21't June 2022, lhe resolutions is

looked at only for that limited purpose. Thus, a perusal of the

'UBT faction resolution dated 21* lune 2022' reveals that 'UBT

faction' had a support of 4legislators. The submission that

'UBT resolution' had the support of 24 legislators cannot be

accepted for the simple reason that, mere presence in the said

meeting of an MLA camot be taken to mean that all those

present supported the said resolution. Thus, even if we are to

ignore the discrepancies in the resolution, only for the purpose

of determining the numerical strength, at the most 'UBT

faction' had the support of 4 legislators and the attendance

)



sheet cannot be taken as a material which proves the support

to the said resolution.

'Shinde faction' Resolution dated 21* June 2022

142. The Resolution dated 21* June 2022, passed by the 'Shinde

faction', was supported by 31 MLAs of Shiv Sena. However, it

is pertinent to note that there exists a discrepancy in the

'Shinde Resolution dated 21* lune 2022' as well. However, at

this juncture, since the resolutions are looked into onJy for the

purpose of determining the numerical strength of support

each faction had on 21s June 2022, lhe resolutions is looked at

only for that limited purpose. Thus, a perusal of the 'Sinde

faction resolution dated 21* June 2022' reveals that'shinde

faction' had a support of 31 legislators.

'Shinde faction' Resolution dated 23d June 2022

143. Even though parties have not produced it, there is one more

Resolution of the'Shinde faction' which is on the record of the

Legislature Secretariat. This is the Resolution dated 23ra June

2022 rcceived by the legislature secretariat on 24th lune 2023.

The Resolution dated 23rd June 2022, passed by the 'Shinde

faction', was supported by 37 MLAs of Shiv Sena, where M

MLAs out of the said 37 MLAs reaffirmed the resolution dated

21..1 June 2022 passed by the 'Shinde faction' and further

records that this Resolution was passed in view of the

subsequent additional strength gamered by the 'Shinde
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faction'. Thus, from this document it can very well be inferred

that 34 MLAs have supported the 'Shinde Resolution dated

2L* June 2022' whereby Shri. Eknath Shinde was re-affirmed

as the leader of SSLP and Shri. Bharat Gogawale was

appointed as the 'V\4rip' of the party. This is an admitted

position and the fact that the 'UBT faction' has filed petitions

against them under the Tenth Schedule, is an express

admission of the strength of 'Shinde faction'.

7M.In view of the above observations and findings I hold as

follows:

(a) 'Which faction is the real political party' is discernible

from the Legislative majority which existed when the

rival factions emerged.

(b) Legislative majority, which existed when the rival

factions emerged can be discerned and/or in-ferred from

(i) the 'Shinde faction Resolutions dated 21't June 2022 &

23td June 2022' available on record of the Legislature

Secretariat, and the (ii) admitted position which can be

in-ferred from the initiation of Petitions agairst 38

legislators of 'Shinde faction' by the'UBT faction'.

(c) 'Shinde faction' had an overwhelming majority of 37 out

of 55 MLAs when the rival factions emerged.

.\ 7,
E
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145. From my analysis, observations,, conclusions, and findings

recorded in the Paragraphs 82 to 144 hereinabove, I hoid that

'Shinde faction' was the'real Shiv Sena Political Party' when

the rivai factions emerged on21"tJune2022.

B. Dula authorised Leader qnd the Whip

145. The Hon'ble Supreme Court has pointed out in clear terms

that it is necessary for me to determine the question as to who

the authorized Leader of the Shiv Sena is, and who is its

authorized Whip, and that I should do so by considering the

matter from the point of view of their appointment by the

political party, and not the legislature party. In Subash Desai

(Supra), and I quote the relevant portion, the Hon'ble Supreme

Court has held that the concepts of 'political party' and

'legislature party' are distinct concepts and the concept of

'political party' camot be conflated with the 'legislature

parry' .In this regard it has been held as under:

105. 'Political partv' and 'legislalure party' cannot be

conJlated. The contention of the res ndents that

litical and le Iature is inextricabl

intertwined is erroneous for the follou.in g reasons:

(a) Parliament in its constituent capacity was conscious

of the necessity of not allowing anti-defection laws

Page 772 of 1jS
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to stifle intra-party dissent and the freedom of

expression of legislators. It was with this objective

that the defences of merger and split (which was

later omitted) were introduced. The Tenth Schedule

confers legitimacy to the actions of the legislators

which would otherwise lead to disqualification if a

substantial number of legislators (fwo-third in the

case of a merBer, and one-third in the case of the

erstwhile provision for a split) disagree with the

political party. The Tenth Schedule recognizes the

independent existence of the legislature party to the

Iimited extent of presenting a defence to the actions

of the legislators which would otherwise have

amounted to defection; and

Page 113 of 1Jl5

@) Section 29A of the Representation of the People Act

1951 requires an association of individuals calling

itself a political party to be registered with the ECI.

The party need not have returned candidates to the

assembly to be registered as a political party. Under

the Symbols Order, a political party receives

recognition as a State Party or a National Party

based on the total number of candidates returned to

the assembly by the political party, and/or the total

percentage of votes secured in the election. TheA//* ----.- *\\
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purpose of the requirement under the Symbols Order

is to identify whether the political party has a

substantial presence in the electoral fray to freeze an

electoral symbol for that party. The Symbols Order

does not refer to an association of legislators de hors

the political party like the Tenth fthedule. It

recognises a'legislator' and a'political party.' Thus,

the reference to provisions of the Symbols Order to

argue that the concepts of political party and

legislature party are intertwined does not hold merit

because the concept of legislature party is not

recognized by the Symbols Order."

747.The Hon'ble Supreme Court further held, and I quote from

their judgment below, that the direction to vote or abstain

from voting must be issued by the Political Party or by any

person or authority authorized by it. It was held that the Tenth

Schedule stipulated in unequivocal terms that the direction

must come from the political party and not the legislature

party:

"L09. On a iiteral interpretation of the provisions of

the Tenth Schedule, the 1986 Rules and the Act of

1956, the direction to vote or abstain from voting

arises from the political party and not the legislature

party for the foilowing reasons:*\\
\ 6\tE
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(u) Paragraph 2(1Xb) of the Tenth Schedule

provides that the direction to vote or abstain

from voting must be issued by the political

partv or bv "any person or authoritv

authorized bv it," with the word'it' referring to

the political party. The provision states that

prior permission must have been received from

the political party i{ the member wants to vote

contrary to the direction issued, and the

political party must condone such action within

fifteen days. The provisions of the Tenth

Scheduie stipulate in unequivocal terms that

the direction must come from the polilical

party and not the lesislature parW. The

distinction between political party and

legislature party is made in the definition

clause in Paraqraph 1. There are no two ways

about it. The Tenth Schedule would become

unworkable if the term 'political party' is read

as the 'legislature partv.' A clear demarcation is

made between political party and legislature

party for the purpose of a merger under

Paragraph 4, which stipulates that fwo-thirds

of the members of the legislature party must

7,
E
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have agreed to a merger of the original political

party before such a merger can be deemed to

have taken place. To read the term'political

party' as 'legislature party' would be contrary

to the plain language of the Tenth Schedule.

&) It is an accepted position that the 14{rip

communicates the directions of the party to its

members. The phrase '\A/tLip' is neither used in

the Tenth Schedule nor in the 1986 Rules. The

phrase finds a mention in the Act of 1956 as one

of the offices that would not be covered within

the meaning of 'office of profit.' The

explanation to Clause 23 of fthedule I in the

Act of 1956 states that the Chief \A/hip is

declared by the party forming the Government.

The reference to 'party' in the explanation

clause means political party and not legislature

party because the term 'parq' is used to depict

political party in common parlance; and

(c) The res ondents ur that the V\4ri is chosen

the le lature because Rule 3 a of1

6
q'

\,^\3

the 1985 Rules vides that the Leader shall

inform the Speaker of the names and

Page 116 oi 135
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authorized by it for communicating with the

Speaker for the purposes of these rules. This

arzument is erroneous. The phrase'any other

member who has been authorized to

communicate with the Speaker' in Rule 3(1)(a)

must be read with the definition of 'Leader'

under Rule 2(f), which includes such other

member authorized to act in the absence of the

Leader or discharge the functions of the Leader

for the purpose of the Rules. \Atrhen read

together, it is evident that Rule 3(1)(a) refers to

the furnishing of information about members

who have been authorized to act as the Leader

in the absence of the Leader themselves. The

V\hip interacts with the members of the

Iegislature parry to communicate the

direction(s) of the political party. Rule 3(5)

which prescribes that the Leader has to inform

the Speaker if the political party has condoned

the prohibitory actions of the members of the

legislature party clearly establishes that it is

only the Leader who communicates with the

Speaker for the purposes of the 1986 Rules.

This is all the more evident since Rule 3(5)

requires the Leader to inform the Speaker in a
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situation where the Leader votes or abstains

from voting contrary to the direction of the

political party. Under the 1.986 Rules, the Whip

is not the designated authority to file

disqualification petitions. Rule 6 provides that

a petition for disqualification can be filed by

any member of the Maharashtra Legislative

Assembly. The argument of the respondents

that the legislature parfy appoints the V\4rip

fails, so far as it is based on the provisions of

the 1986 Rules discussed in this paragraph."

"110. In Mayawati (supra), the appellant issued a

direction to all the MLAs of the BSP directing them to

vote against the motion of no con{idence moved by

the BJP. Twelve MLAs belonging to the BSP voted in

favour of the no confidence motion. The appellant

filed petitions for disqualification against these

twelve MLAs for the violation of Paragraphs 2(1)(a)

and 2(1)&) The Speaker dismissed the

disqualification petitions. One of the findings of the

Speaker was that it was not proved that the appellant

was authorized to issue the direction on behalf of the

political party. The order of the Speaker was

challenged before this Court. It was submitted that

Page 118 of 135
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'political party' in Paragraph 2(1)(b) must be read as

'political party in the House', meaning the legislature

party. Srinivasan, J. in his separate opinion rejected

this argument and upheld the order of the Speaker

by observing that there was no material to indicate

that the appellant was authorized by the BSP to issue

the direction. In this context, Srinivasan, J. held that

'political party' cannot be read as 'legislature party'

for the following reasons:

(u) The phrase'political party' in Paragraph 2(1)(b)

cannot be interpreted to mean legislative party

while the same phrase in Paragraph 2(1)(a)

retains its original meaning.

@) Such an interpretation would render

explanation(a) to Paragraph 2(1) otiose because

a legislature party cannot set up a person as a

candidate for election.

$
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(.) Disqualification from membership of the

assembly is a serious consequence. Such a

consequence can only ensue from voting

contrary to the direction of the Political Party;

and
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the Tenth Schedule 1986 Rules and Act of 1.956

112. The Tenth Schedule was introduced to thwart

the growing tendency of legislators to shift allegiance

to another political party after being elected on the

ticket of a certain political party. The defection of

MLAs would alter the composition of the House, and

in most cases would lead to the toppling of the

Government. Moral and democratic principles are

compromised when a legislator shifts allegiance after

the electorate votes for that legislator on the belief

that they represent the ideology of a certain politicalZ.?eaxe. \//* ,.-----... * \\
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(d) In Kihoto Hollohnn (Supra), it was held that to

balance the competing considerations of the

anti-defection law and intra-party dissent, a

direction to vote (or abstain from voting) can

only be given if the vote would alter the status

of the government formed or if it is on a policy

on which the political party that set up the

candidate went to polls on. Only the political

party and not the legislature party can issue

directions concerrring issues of this nature.

111.. Hence. the plain meaning of the provisions of

indicate that the Whip and the Leader must be

appointed blr the Political partv.



( D

parry.The Tenth Schedule was introduced, as the

Statement of Objects and Reasons of the Constitution

(Fifty Second Amendment) Bill 1985 states, to combat

the evil of political defections which was "likely to

undermine the very foundations of our democracy

and the principles which sustain it."6e In Kihoto

Hollohan (supra), SR Bommai, and Kuldip Nayar v.

Union of IndiaTo this Court recognized that political

parties are central to the Indian democratic set-up,

and that the Tenth Schedule seeks to curb defections

from political parties. When the anti-defection law

seeks to curb defections from a political party, it is

only a logical corollary to recognize that the power to

appoint a \Alhip vest with the political party.

113. To hold that it is the legislature partv which

appoints the Whip would be to sever the figurative

umbilical cord which connects a member of the

House to the tical . It would mean that

legislators could rely on the political party for the

purpose of setting them up for election, that their

campaign would be based on the strengths (and

weaknesses) of the political party and its promises

and policies, that they could appeal to the voters on

6e Statement of Objects and Reasons appended to tfre Constitution (Fiftv-second Amendment) Bill, 1985

@iJJ No. 22 of 1985) which was enacted as the Constitudon (Fifry-second Amendment) Act, 1985
ro 
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the basis of their affiliation with the party, but that

they can later disconnect themselves entirely from

that very party and be able to function as a group of

MLAs which no longer owes even a Llint of allegiance

to the political party. This is not the system of

governance that is envisaged by the Constitution. In

fact, the Tenth Schedule guards against precisely this

outcome.

114. That a \4/tr-ip be appointed by the political party

is crucial for the sustenance of the Tenth Schedule.

The entire structure of the Tenth Schedule which is

built on political parties would crumble if this

requirement were not complied with. It would

render the provisions of the Tenth Schedule otiose

and have wider ramifications for the democratic

fabric of this country. Thus, the Courts cannot be

excluded by Article 212 from inquiring into the

validity of the action of the Speaker recognizing the

Whip."

L48. Further, while discussing the legality of the recognition of

'Leader' and the 'Whip' of Shiv Sena accorded by the Letter

dated 03'd lttly 2022, the Hon'ble Supreme Court held in

*
d.

5o{
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Paragraph 119 of SubashDesai.(Supra)1', that the Speaker ought

to have taken into consideration the 'split' that took place

within the Shiv Sena which were discemible from two sets of

resolutions placed on record by the Shiv Sena before the

Legislature Secretariat appointing two different Leaders and

Whips. Thus, what emerges from the aforementioned

paragraph of Subash Desai (119) read with paragraph 157 of

Subash Desai (Supra) is that in case rival factions have emerged

and rival claims for recognition of the Leader and the Whip

are raised, the Speaker would have to satisfy himseU that the

said appointment were done by the'real political party'and in

accordance with law, and not arbitrarily. But it is not enough

to establish that the appointment was done by the real

political party, it must also be seen if the appointment

reflected the will of the real political party. The argument that

it has always been the convention that the Whip and the

Leader was elected by the legislature party and not the

political party cannot be taken into consideration, even though

it is true in the State of Maharashtra that it was the

convention, in view of the clear law laid by the Hon'ble

Supreme Court in Subash Desai (Supra).

149. As noted earlier, in view of the fact that in the present matter

rival factions have emergedT2 and both the factions claimed to

rr Paragtaph 119 of Subash Desai.

'2 Finding that rival factioos have emerged is recorded in Paragraphs 1 1 9 of Subash Desai
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be the real political party, it necessitated determining'which

faction was the real political party' when the rival factions

emerged. The said determination would aid in finding

whether recognition of appointment sought for leader andf or

the whip comes from the real political party. The said

preliminary determination is also relevant in considering

'whether a whip, who stood appointed when rival factions

emerged continued to be the'Whip so authorised by the rea-l

political party, who reflected the will of the real political

parry'.

150. Having already found that the 'Shinde faction' were the 'real

Shiv Sena Political Party'when the rival factions emerged on

21* June 2022' now I proceed to determine the controversy

surrounding the appointment and removal of the Whip.

151. The Hon'ble Supreme Court, while discussing the legality of

the recognition of 'Leader' and the '\A/tr-ip' of Shiv Sena

accorded by the Letter dated 03'a Jdy 2022, held that the

Speaker ought to have taken into consideration the'split' that

took place within the Shiv Sena which were discernible from

two sets of resolutions, appointing two dilferent'leaders' and

'whips', placed on record by the Shiv Sena before the

Legislalure Secretariat. Further, the Hon'ble Supreme Court

held in Paragraph 124 of Subash Desai that the Speaker must

recognize the 14/hip and the Leader who are duly authorized

Page tL4 of 1j5
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by the Political party after conducting an enquiry in this

regard and in keeping with the principles discussed in Subash

Desai (Supra)7r. This necessitates a revisit of the Order dated

03.d July 2022which recognized the Shri. Eknath Shinde as the

'Leader' of the SSLP and Shri. Bharat Gogawale as the'Whip'.

152. Shd. Sunil Prabhu came to be appointed as the 'Whip' of the

Shiv Sena Political Party aide Resolution dated 31* October

2019. There is no dispute as to the fact that he continued to be

the 'duly authorized whip' till 21* June 2022. However, since

the rival factions emerged on 21st lune 2022, it will have to be

determined whether the appointment of Shri. Sunil Prabhu

continued to reflect the 'will of the political prty' once rival

factions emerged. As stated earlier, the emergence of rival

factions occurred the moment when the 'Shinde faction'

passed the Resolution dated 21.t June 2022, removing Shri.

Sunil Prabhu as the V\hip. But was the removal of Shri Sunil

Prabhu done by the 'real Shiv Sena Political Party'? lf it was,

then from the very moment of passing of the resolution to

remove him, Shri. Sunil Prabhu ceased to be the duly

authorized whip.

153. I have already held that the 'Shinde faction' was the real

political parfy when the rival factions emerged. Thus, it must

be concluded that Shri. Sunil Prabhu ceased to be the duly

i3 Paragraph 124,167 &168 of Sfia Duai.
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authorized whip and thus ceased to reflect the will of the real

political party when the rival factions emerged.

154. The question as to whether the said resolution was passed by

the Legislature Party and not the Political Party would also

have to be considered. A submission made by the Petitioner

has to be addressed. The Petitioner submitted that'even if we

are to take that Shri. Sunil Prabhu did not continue to reflect

the 'will of the real political party', his removal was still

invalid as it was done by the'Shiv Sena Legislature Party' and

not the 'Shiv Sena Political Party'. To buttress this, the

Resolution dated 21* lune 2022 passed by the Shinde faction

was relied upon. According to the Petitioner, in view of

principles laid down by the Hon'ble Supreme Court in Subash

Desai tn Paragraph 1L1 to 114, the 'appointment' has to be

made by the'Shiv Sena Political Party' and not the'Shiv Sena

Legislature Party'.

155. While this appears to be an attractive argument at first blush, I

am unable to accept it. It is necessary to look into certain

principles in respect of the 'role of the whip' Iaid down by the

Hon'ble Supreme Court in Subash Desai. The Hon'ble Supreme

Court has held that the Leader and the Whip, in respective

roles, are the figurative umbilical cords between the legislators

and the real political party.

,4
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156. Once it has been held that the Shinde Faction was the real

political party, it is no longer possible to accept the

proposition that a Whip appointed prior to the emergence of

the faction previously would continue to hold the power

especially when he did not belong to the real political party. It

could be argued that his removal was by a resolution of the

Legislative Party, and not by the political party. But this is

easily answered when it is understood that the recognition of

the Shinde faction as the real political party has resulted in

severing the umbilical cord that connected Sunil Prabhu to the

real political party. If this were not so, then the legislators

would have no choice but to follow the direction of any Whip

which might not reflect the will of the political party or might

even be conftary to the intent or directives issued by the

political party. Such a Whip could act with impunity against

the will of the political party as well as its Legislature Party on

the spacious assumption that his original appointment was

validly made.

157. In view of my finding that the 'Shinde faction' was the real

political party, when the rival factions emerged and in view of

the Resolution dated 23rd June 2023 passed by the 'Shinde

faction, I have come to the conclusion that, Shri. Eknath

Shinde was validly appointed as the'Leader' by the Shiv Sena

Political Party on 21,"tJune2023.
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158. In view of my findings that the 'Shinde faction' was the real

political party when the rival factions emerged, and that Shri.

Sunil Prabhu ceased to be the 'duly authorized whip' from 21't

June 2022, I further conclude that, Shri. Bharat Gogawale was

validly appointed as the '\Atrhip' as that was the reflection of

the will of the Shiv Sena Political Party as on 21't June 2023.

159. Following are the final conclusions from the analysis,

observations, conclusions, findings, and rulings recorded from

Paragraph 82 to Paragraph 158 hereinabove, I conclude as

follows:

(B) Sfui. Sunil Prabhu ceased to be the 'duly authoized zohip'

from 2L* ]une 2022.

(C) Shri. Bharat Gogawale was validly appointed as the

'Whip'by the Shiv Sena Political Party on 2L,tJune2022.

(D) Shri. Eknath Shinde was validly appointed as the

'Leader' by the Shiv Sena Political Party on 21* ]une

2022.*
7o
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VI. Final Conclusions and findings on the preliminary issue

(A) 'Shinde faction' was the 'real Shiv Sena Political party'

when the rival factions emerged on21,,tJune2022.



C. Haoe the Respondents incurred disqualification in

terms of Paragraph 2 (L) (b) of the Tenth Schedule of the

Constitution on account of their acts, omissions, and

conduct?

150. Petitioner has contended that the Respondents are liable to be

disqualified on various grounds. Both the Petitioner's and

Respondents' submissions are recorded in Section (ID

hereinabove. However, the prayer for disqualification, in the

present Petitioru is restricted to the (alleged) violation of Whip

dated 02"d July 2022 (allegedly) issued by the Petitioner in

respect of the election of the Speaker held on 03,d July 2022.

Other averments are all repetitions of submissions in Petitions

No. 01 to 16 and Petition No. 18 of 2022. Thus, my findings

thereof may be read and referred to in respect of the

averments under Paragraph 2 (1) (a) of the Tenth Schedule.

161. Thus, the only ground on which the Petitioner sought

disqualification of the Respondents is that they have violated

the \4lhip dated 02"d July 2022 (allegedly) issued by the

Petitioner in respect of the election of the Speaker held on 03.d

Jriy 2022. This submission carmot be accepted, and the

Respondents cannot be held to be disqualified in view of my

conclusion in respect of the 'real political party' that the

'Shinde faction' was the real political party when rival factions

emerged and Shri. Sunil Prabhu ceased to reflect the'will of
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the political party' from the moment rival factions emerged.

Thus, it would not be correct to say that Shri. Sunil Prabhu

had any authority to issue any \A/hip on 02"d July 2022. Flence,

on this ground alone, Petitioner's case that the Respondents

are liable to be disqualiJied for violation of the Whip dated

02"d July 2022mustbe rejected.

L52. Irrespective of any conclusions that may be reached about

'which faction was the real political party' Respondents could

not be held to be disqualiJied, on the ground that they violated

the \4hip dated 02"d luly 2022. This is because of the reasons

recorded hereinbelow:

(u) The Petitioner has failed to prove the service of \A/hip

dated 02nd J,iy 2022. Petitioner Shri Sunil Prabhu (PW-1)

inhis Afidaoit in lieu of Examination in Chief deposed that

"the Whips dated 02"d luly 2022 were sent by Email to

the Email addresses of the Respondents". He stated that

"Shri Vijay Joshi, an employee working in the Shiv Sena

Vidhimandal Karyalaya, Vidhan Bhaaan was instructed to

send the Whips". He further deposed that "two whips

dated 02"d July 2022 were sent by Shri Vijay loshi to the

Respondents in Disqualification Petition No. 19 and 21

of 2022 oide three emails dated 02"d July 2022,, . The said

Emails were produced along with the Afidnztit in lieu of

Examination in Chief. He further stated that Email
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addresses of the Respondents were taken from the Email

addresses mentioned in the official list of members of

Maharashtra Legislative Assembly 2023 or as mentioned

in a list furnished by the Advocate for the Respondents

aide an Email dated 21.'t September 2023.

Shri. Vijay loshi (PW-2) specifically filed Afidaztit in lieu

of Examination in Chief and deposed that "he was

working in the Shiv Sena Vidhi Mandal Karyalaya,

Vidhan Bhavan in luly 2022 and on instructions of Shri

Sunil Prabhu sent two Whips dated 02"d luly 2022 lo the

MLAs of the Shiv Sena Legislature Party ztide lkree

mails". He produced print outs of emails dated 02"d July

2022 along with Whips dated 02"d July 2022. However,

during the cross examination of Shri Vijay Joshi (PW-z),

he deposed that "one computer operator printed the

\ltrhips dated 02"a July 2022 and he along with two peons

distributed the Whips to all the legislators of Shiv Sena.

Further he also deposed, during cross examinations that

acknowledgements were taken.

Thus, the witness who was specifically brought to

depose in respect of the service of \4lhips dated 02"a July

2022 made extremely contradictory statements in the

Affidaoit in lieu of Examination in Chief and during cross

examinations. Further, it is to be also noted that theo\

aoisla\
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acknowledgments talked about by Shri Vijay Joshi (PW-

2) were never brought on record. Coupled with the

above facts, Respondents have demonstrated how some

of email ids in the printout of the email produced by

Sfui Vijay Joshi are wrong. In view of the above, I hold

that the Petitioner has not been able to establish the

service of Whips dated 02"d July 2022 and thus

Petitioner's case that the Respondents were liable to be

disqualified for violation of the Whip dated 02"d July

2022mlustbe rejected.

(b) Rule 3 (5) of the Members of Maharashtra Legislative

Assembly (Disqualification on Grounds of Defection)

Rules, 1986 provides that "where a member belonging to

any political party ztotes or abstains from ooting in the

Assembly, contrary to any directions issued by such political

party or by any person or authority authorized by it in this

behalf, without obtaining in either case, the prior permission

of such political party, person or authoi$, the leader of the

legislatiae party concerned ........shn11 as soon as maybe

thereafter and in any case within thirty (30) days from the

date of such ooting or abstention inform the Speaker as in

Eorm-II whetfur such ztoting or abstenfion has or has not been

condoned by such political party, person or authority". From

the records of the Legislature Secretariat, it is seen that

the Petitioner and/or 'UBT faction has not complied
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with this Rule. Thus, on this ground also Petitioner's

case that the Respondents were liable to be disqualified

for violation of the Whip dated 02"a July 2022 must be

rejected.

(c) The Hon'ble Supreme Court in Kihoto Hollohan Vs.

Zachillhu €t OrsTa at Paragraph 123 (SCC Page number)

has held that "keping in aiew the consequences of the

disqualifcation, i.e., termination of the membership of a

House; it would be appropriate that the direction or lMip

which results in such disqualification under Paragraph 2 (L)

(b) is so worded as to clearly indicate that aoting or abstaining

ftom ooting contrary to the said direction would result in

incurring tlrc disqualification under Paragraph 2 (1) @) of the

Tenth Schedule so that the member concerned has fore-

knowledge of the consequences JTowing ftom his conduct in

aoting or abstaining from aoting contrary to suclt a

direction". A perusal of the Whips dated 02nd July 2022

shows that the \4/hips dated 02"d July 2022 does not

contain any words which would indicate that the said

\Arhip, if not followed, would resu-lt in disqualification.

Thus, on this count as well Petitioner's case that the

Respondents were liable to be disqualified for violation

of the Whip dated 02"a July 2022must be rejected.*\*
,
2

99uafto"

7a 1992 SCC Suppl. (2) 651
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163. At this juncture, I intend to look into Respondent's submission

that a '\4rhip' carurot be issued in an election to the post of

Speaker has to be considered. Even though the Ld. Counsel for

the Petitioner submitted that in norrnal course of events no

\44rip is issued for the election of the post of the speaker, but

he submitted that the election held on 03'd July 2022 was not in

normal course, but it was a crucial event linked to the

sustenance of the government. Petitioner further submitted

that in any elections where a candidate has been set up by the

political party then in that case the directions of the Poiitical

Party are binding on the legislators in important elections. At

the outset itself, I must state for the record that the Petitioner's

submission that in a speaker's election candidates are set up

by the political party is factually wrong. As a convention, the

candidates are not usually seen as candidates set up by a

political party. In the present case also, Shri. Rajan Salvi was

not set up as a candidate of the Shiv Sena, but his notice of

nomination was moved by a legislator affiliated to the NCP

and seconded by a legislator affiliated to the INC. This clearly

indicates that candidates for the election of speaker are not set

up by political parties. In view of the same, by Petitioner's

own submission, a \Alhip could not have been issued in the

election of a speaker as the candidate was not set up by any

political party.



VII. ORDER

'L64.Inview of my conclusions and findings recorded hereinabove,

Petition No. L9 of 2022 is hereby dismissed.

(Speaker)
(Mahar ashtr a Le gislatia e Assembly)
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